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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1. Introduction ·· 
The grade placement of scientific principles has· heen undertaken by 
the Boston University School of Education, Science Department , as a 
project to be carried on through the succeeding years under the dire-c-
tion of Dr. John G. Read. The experiment will be concluded when enough 
pupils and schools. have been included in the study to · make the conclu-
sions statistically significant. As more data are accumulated, the ex--
tent to which the study will have to be carried should become apparent. 
When a sufficient number of principles has been tested a complete 
overall report can be written giving · the conclusions. That is, there will 
be a 'percentage of learning ' index for each principle for each modal 
mental age level. From this index it should be possible to ascertain 
that if a certain principle is taught to a certain modal mental age 
level then a certain percentage of the pupils can be expected to learn 
the principle. 
This year both the background for the study and the design of the 
experiment are being done under the guidance of Dr. Read and 
Mr Herbert Oxendine . Also, the first group will start the experiment 
with each experimenter taking one principle. The teaching method will 
be a lecture-demonstration. The amount of learning will be measured 
by identical tests given before and after the lecture-demonstration. 
Data to be gathered will consist of the test scores, the pupil's I.Q., 
M.A . , C .A., sex, previous science instruction and science background. 
The results to be found by each individual participating in this study 
will be for only orre· or two gr-ades in· several schools. This will give 
an indic~tiorr ·· of·"the next grade that should be tested depending upon 
the ·'perce,ntage of learning' for · that modal · menta-l · age level. 
As the study· proceeds· investigation into these principles · will · be 
continued and others started until there is an index· of the 'per-centage 
of learners' for each modal mental age level for · each principle . Each 
experimenter starting a new principle will leave· his material for many 
teachers -in-service to use when he is finished. This will include 
the demonstration, a copy of the · script, a tape recording· of one of 
the actual lecture-demonstrations and the test. The same material 
will be used throughout the study -for the same principle . The sample 
of schools will be ch sen each year · so that complete coverage may 
be made of each socio-economic level for grades 3-12. 
It is assumed for this study that there will exist a difference in 
the percentage of learners at different mental age levels. It is also 
assumed that the time spent· in a good demonstration with a care-
fully prepared talk would produce a small increment of learning. 
The committee whose responsibility it was to compile the data in-
cluded in the literature as background for this study consisted of the 
following members under the chairmanship of Norman G . Mills: 
Isabel L. Bouin 
John T . Callahan 
James Creighton 
Wallace J. Gleekman 
Eugene H. Goldrick 
George F. Griffin 
Robert H. Jackr.nan 
Eleanor Kancevitch 
John G. Minot 
Henning A. Sahlberg 
Vincent J. Silluzio 
Schuyler G. Slater 
Virginia M. Wilson 
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2. Justification 
Very little· scientific· evidence· is· available on the grad·e placement 
of science prind.ples-· · Because of the great incre-a·se of· scientific · 
knowledge, educators emphasiz·e the need for · research that will de-
termine the age· levels a:t· which· science·· concepts, principles and 
skills may be introduced into the curriculum with optimum effective-
ness. 
Beck l / states ~hat because scientific knowledge is accumulating 
at such a rapid rate, there is neither time nor · excuse for· teaching · 
the elementary s eientific concepts in the higher- grades. He points 
out that the scientific background and foundation prerequisite to an 
understanding of the individual science courses · uffered in the high 
schools are lacking in the beginning students. To find a solution · to 
this problem, he suggests that research be started to· determine,' 
.•. what fundamentals of· science can we expect most children of si-
mila,r ability and cultural background to master at each maturity 
level'. Y 
From a Progress Report of the Committee on Research in 
Elementary Science for the National Association for Research in 
Science Teaching, VEmill ~./ believes that with the great expansion 
1/ Alfred D. Beck, 'Some Unanswered Questions Pertaining to the 
Organization of a Twelve Year Science Sequ·ence•, Science Education 
(April, 1948), 34:176-177 . 
. •.· ~/·· Ibid. .. p . 17 7 . 
3/ John Verrill, 'Needed Research Studies in the Junior High Schools', 
Science Education (April, 1948), 32:17 5-185. 
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of scientific knowledge·, concepts which· previously have been reserved 
for hig.h school science courses will have to be taught in the junior 
high schools. He summarizes that, • . .. studies should be made on 
pupil readiness fo-rmore advanced science concepts.•.!./ 
In the Thirty-first Yearbook the National S-ociety for the Study of 
Education?:../ suggests that a twelve-year sequence of science be taught , 
based on the broad generalizations of science . As an outgrowth of 
this plan, many problems for research were recog·nized. Morrison~/ 
places the selection and sequences of courses· within the curriculum 
and the grade placement of topics · at the top of a list of needed re-
search in science teaching. 
However, research on the location of curricular material in science 
classes is complex. In order to make such studies objec;tive and mean-
ingful, educators, says Bellack, must · take into consideration the basic 
findings from the fields of educational philosophy , sociology, child 
growth and development and psychology of learning . .±/ 
The writer believes that the aim of education i::; to give some 
meaning, some security and purpose in life. Ideally , education should 
provide an understanding of the diversity and richness of the present-
1/ John Venill, op. cit. , ~ '· 17 5. 
2/ National Society for the Study of Education, A Program for Teaching 
Science , Thirty-first Yearbook, 1932, Part I, The University of Chicago 
Press, Chicago, Illinois. 
3_/ Ibid., p. 354. 
4/ Arno A. Bellack , •sequence and Grade Placement ' , Journal of E duca-
tional Research (April, 1948) , 41:623. 
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day world and take intrr a·cc-ount our uncertainty- on · ideas of life and 
the unive-rse. More specifically·, science education seeks to teach 
effectively those principles and skills of ·science whi ch touch so 
largely upon everyday life . The aims of science teaching are con-
tributary to the aims of education, mainly, as Bellack says, -.. life 
enrichment~ " _!_/ 
In our society great emphasis is placed on education. Laws com~ 
pel schooling up to a certain age, and all children are assured a free 
education. It is the school's responsibility both to society and to the 
children to present those activities which will prepare the individual 
student to participate inte-lligently· in our democratic society. 
Bellack~/ further says, ••In planning the sequence and · place ment 
of school experiences, then, ·consideration must be givenat every stage 
to the demands of society in regard to both the important responsibi-
lities of citizenship and the great variety of learnings and· adjustments 
occasioned by circumstances p eculiar to · our · culture." 
In part, grade placement ·of curricular material is a matter of 
providing experiences at each grade level which are suitable to the 
maturity level of the students and are designed to achieve the 
objectives of the program.l/ Kingsley defines maturation as •• the 
y Arno A. Bellack, op . d.t., p . 42. 
!:_I ~. p . 623. 
21 Ibid ., p. 625 . 
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·normal physical growth of the physiologi cal functions . If these physic-
logical structures have not developed to the point where the child can 
carry on the activity essential for a parti cular kind of learning, it is 
quite obvious he will be unable to achieve success in this direction. "1./ 
In order to obtain the maximum efficiency in learning-, tnaturation 
of the child must be cons ide red carefully . Hilbreth .1-._/ points out that 
if a child is presented with a problem · which is beyond his maturity 
level, he will reduce or simplify the problem to his own realm of 
understanding- which may -lead -to misconceptions and make learning 
more difficult when the proper ·maturation level is · rea·ched . Washburnel/ 
points out that if a child is presented with a problem· above his maturity 
level with the implication that he should succeed, it will give him a 
· feeling of failure and undermine his security. u instead we must guide 
him into those lea.rning situations that he can attack effectively and with 
sufficient success to yield satisfaction, encouragement and growth . ".±/ 
Many. of the studies that have attempted to ass.ign learning experien-
ces to definite maturity levels have been concerned with motor-skill 
development in pre-school children . ...?/ But a number of studies have 
1/ Howard L . Kingsley, The Nature and Conditions of Learning, Prentice-
Hall Inc., New York, 1949, p . 49 . 
2/ Gertrude Hilbreth, ... The Difficulty Reduction Tendency in Perception 
and Problem Solving ~ -·, The Journal of Education Psychology (April, 1941). 
32~. 30 5.-313 . 
3/ National Society for the Study of Education, Child Development and the 
Curriculum., Thirty-eighth Yearbook , 1939, Part I , University of Chicago 
Press, Chicago, Illinois . 
4 I Ibid.' p • 3 • 
5/ Marian E. Breckenridge and Elee Vincent, Child Development, W . B~ 
Saunders c ,-,mpany' Philadelphia , 1949 . 
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been made to determine the role that maturation plays in· the develop-
ment of various. concepts ; among · them that of Pis tor Y who· conducted 
an experiment · to -- determineho·w time concepts are acquired by chil-
dren, Two groups · of 320 children were used in the study , In grades 
four and five, traditional separate courses. in geography and history 
were taught to one group while the second group was taught geography 
as a major course . and history incidentally . In · the sixth grade the 
first group was given instruction with special attention placed on time 
charts, time lines and other ·teaching aids. The other group had 
regular instruction with no special importance placed on time concepts . 
Through analysis of test results at · the completion ·of the sixth grade, 
it was found that the group with special instruction gain-ed. slightly , 
but not significantly, in time-concept understanding, over the gr-oup 
without special instruction~ Pis tor concludes that •.• ••• evidence points 
heavily in favor of maturation rather than training as the dominating 
factor in time-concept development~' ·' £../ 
Piaget 2../ attempted to assign stages. in the child '·s thought develop-
ment to maturity levels. Through personal interviews , questions were 
asked relating to the child ' s ideas of the causes of natural phonomena .. 
1/ Frederick Ptsto:r<, ••How Time Concepts Are Acquired by Children"', 
Educatiomll Method (Nov. 1940), 20:107-112 . 
,3/ Frederick Pistor, op. cit. p. 111. 
3/ Jean Piaget, The Child's Conception of the World, Harcourt, Brace 
& Company, Inc ., New York, 1929. 
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The responses- ·were then ·placed in · cat egories developed by Piaget. 
For example, Piaget traced- three steps in concept development relating 
to the origin- of the- sun and the · moon ; The first · step was that of 
artificiality of that the sun- and moon were made by some human being. 
The second step was a belief that · the sun and moon were developed 
by a combination of artifici:al and natural causes. The third stage 
in this development was the belief in a completely natural origin 
of the sun and the moon . The implication was that the child passed 
from one stage to another only when he had reached the proper 
maturity level. Due partly to the complexity and the subjective 
nature of interpreting the responses of the children; Piaget's method 
has been criticized and his conclusions challe:t:1ged . 
Deutsche~/ conducted a study at . the University of Minnesota in 
another attempt to trace the development of concepts of causal rela-
tions in children. Identical demonstrations and tests were given to 
children in grades three through eight. Three experts familiar with 
Piaget's work attempted to classify the answers to the test items into 
Piaget's categories , There was little agreement among the jury as 
to where each response should be placed. It was found that there was 
a great deal of overlapping, that most kinds of answers were found 
over the entire age group and that the answers of children of a 
given age group could not be classified into a single type . Deutsche 
1 / Jean Marquis Deutsche, The Development of Children's Concepts 
OfCausal ;Eelations, The University of Minnesota Press, M i nneapo l '_s;-
1937. 
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concluded tha:t · "Causal thinking apparently- does not develop by stages 
but by a gradual process ... _!/ She also found that the adequaeh of 
the answers to the test questions increased with age, and the greatest 
increase noted was between the ages of 11 and 12 years .Y 
Haupt~/ sought to gather evidence to find out if young children 
were capable of the mental activities associated with the "large 
generalization'' type aim. His study was limited to grades one through 
six. Haupt found that the ability to generalize prevailed at all grade 
levels, but that this ability was limited by the complexity of the con-
cepts studied. 
Croxton's .±/study also indicates that children in the higher· pri- · 
mary, the intermediate and the junior high school are capable of 
generalizing. 
However, grade placement of curricular material is not entirely 
a matter of maturation. It is a matter of learning readiness which 
includes maturation, experiential levels, interest and attitudes, social 
pressures and training. But these factor-s are extremely difficult to 
separate for study. In the human body every organ is an integrated 
1/ Jean ~eu1sch.e, op. cit., p. 93. 
!:./Ibid., ,·p. 29-42. 
3/ George W. Haupt, An Experimental Appli_cation of a Philosophy of 
Science Teaching in an Elementary School, Teachers College, Columbia 
University C ntributions to Education, No. 633. Bureau of Publications 
Teachers College, Columbia University, New Y v rk, 193 5.. 
4/ W. C. Croxton, "Pupils Ability to Generalize", School Scien.ce and 
Mathematics (Jan. 1936), 36:627-634. 
11 
part of the. . whole body. If one · organ is malfunctionin·g-, -it will affect· 
the normal activ-ity of the whole organism·. S-i-milarly, the child is a 
composite of many- factors, each affecting the functioning of the other-. 
111 experien~es, according to Dewey)/ both take up something 
from those which -·have gone beJ·ore and modify in some w<:ty the 
quality of those which come after~ West?:./ says 'that it· is · useless 
to show that a given volume of warm c;tir is lighter than: the same 
volume of cold air before the · concept that air is something that 
has weight and occupies space is understood-. So while the pupil 
may be at the maturity level for understanding a certain concept, 
if the necessary background is lacking, he will not learn effec'"' 
tively. Even if the maturity and experiental levels are adequate 
for learning, lack of interest or proper attitudes, inadequacy of 
tea ching method and materials may account for unprofitable learning. 
This study is designed to establish a learning index of the 
various scientific principles. This learning index will indicate the 
approximate mental age level at which these principles can be 
taught effectively to children of similar ability and background. Be-
cause of the complexity of the learning process, absolute values as 
to where each principle should be included in the curriculum is not 
1/John Dewey, Experience a.nd Education, The Macmillan Co., New 
York, 1938, p ~ 7. 
2/ Joe Young West, 11Do We Expect TooMuch or Too Littt e of Children 
Tram Their Experiences iri. Science?'' Science Education (Oct . 1944) , 
33:298. 
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expected, but the results may prove helpful to curriculum planners 
in determining the grade placement· of these principles. The re-
sults of this study will be· of importance to classroom· teachers, 
textbook writers, standardized-test -makers, · and pr·oducers of 
visual-aids. It may , moreover, help bring about an orderly, sys-
tematic teaching of science, resulting in more and efficient learning. 
3. Design of the Experiment 
A. Scope and Limitations 
13 
The objective of this study is to establish a learning index for 
a number of scientific principles both in the elementary and secon-
dary grades, the total study being made over a period of approxi-
mately ten years. An index of learning is to be assigned to each 
level at which the experiment is carried out . 
A beginning has been made here by twenty-eight students working 
with different principles. Subsequent investigators using identical 
techniques with the same or· other principles at different age levels 
may, after having secured data on a large number · of pupils, pre-
dict with some accuracy where a certain principle · might be taught 
with knowledge of its being understandable to the majority of pupils 
at that age level. 
The procedure to be described is essentially the same in all the 
studies made by those twenty-eitht investigators . Howevel,"", since 
certain of these persons could not, of necessity, meet all of the 
conditions here set down because of their own teaching duties, the 
procedure has had to be slightly varied in such cases. Whenever any 
changes have been expedient, it will have been noted in subsequent 
chapters. 
The population used in the study made by this first group of 
investigators is composed of pupils from the third to the twelfth 
grades. They are a stratified samp~ing of the school population of 
several New England states. 
14 
Each pupil's mental age is known through the use of chrono-
logical age, as furnished either by the pupil himself or the teacher, 
and the I.Q. obrained from the results of the administration of the 
Otis ·ouick:-:Scoring intt~lligence test. This enabled the experimenter 
to establish the mental modal age for each grade division of pupils 
tested. 
The pupils whose test scores are included in the study all have 
mental ages within the limits of one year from the highest to the 
lowest. Once the modal mental age had been established, only the 
scores of those pupils with mental ages of plus or minus six 
months from the mod e . were selected to be included in the subse-
quent analysis. 
Each investigator has examined two class divisions in five 
schools. Of the total of ten groups included, five are samples of 
the same grade level and the other five are samples from a diffe-
rent grade level which are separated from the first five samples 
by two years; that is, if a particular investigator chose five tenth-
grade divisions, he will also have chosen either five eights- or 
five twelfth-grade divisions. 
Two examinations have been given to all pupils included in this 
study. The first will be known as the pre-test and the second as 
the post-tesL They were identical. The post-test was given within 
an hour after the administration of the pre-test. The time lapse 
between the two was occupied either by the presentation of a 
. -•·' 
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demonstration serving to illustrate the particular principle being 
tested, in the case of what i s kn·own as· ·the experimental group, or b y 
reading non-relevant material by the group to be known as the controL 
Strict discipline was maintained in each group in order · that the 
pupils might not communicate with one · another or be disti'acted from 
the examination or the demonstration given ~ 
The demonstration was of large enough ~ s.ize, and was well 
lighted, so as to be seen by all the pupils in the class room easily • 
B ~ Discussion of Procedure 
The first step involved the selection· by each investigator of a · 
p~ti.:tciple to be demonstrated and tested. Such accepted lists as that 
compiled by Robertson.!/ were consulted. 
A review of the literature established that the teaching of princi-
pies is an effective method for teaching . science. It was found that 
facts were retained better when pupils were taught by principles. 
Also, relationships in applied learning were perceived more easily. 
Further. findings · on science teaching by principl~s are discussed in 
greater detail in a subsequent section. 
The second step consisted in devising one or more demonstrations 
which illustrated the chosen principle , The time allotted for this 
teaching material was in most cases approximately 15 minutes. These 
demonstrations were necessarily simple, large, and contained as nearly 
as possible the ''purity of concept'' which has been interpreted b y 
1/ Martin L. Robertson, ... Selection of Science Principles Suitable As 
Goals of Instruction in the Elementary School'' , Science Education 
{April, 1935), 19:65-70._ 
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Nichols!/ to mean that - the· demonstration ·· illustrates one and only 
one principle. But if all other principles could n·ot be eliminated, 
they were judged not to lead to a misconception of the material 
taught. · 
The demonstration material of each experimenter was decided 
upon and the apparatus set up after having been presented to and 
passed on by a board consisting of a small group of investigators, who 
in turn, held their demonstration material up to scrutiny by fellow 
board members. 
In a subsequent section of this thesis are discussed the cri-
teria for a good demonstration. The eleven pertinent points are 
summarized as follows: 
1. The . demonstration should illustrate a basic principle. 
2. The demonstration should illustrate one prin::iple only. 
3. The action of the demonshation should be clearly visible 
to all. 
4. The apparatus should be on a large scale. 
5. The demonstration should be simple and the speed of action 
suitable. 
6. The demonstration should work; it should be as infallible 
as possible. 
7. The demonstration should be dynamic. 
1/ W. M. Nichols, New and Improved Demonstrations For Use in 
Teaching Scientific Prmciples 1n Chemistry, Unpublished Master • s 
Thesis, Boston University School of Educqtion, 1950, p. 4. 
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8. A slight· dra:ma:tic element is · sometimes useful. 
9. A~ ~lement of the unexpected is sometimes effective . 
10. The apparatus should be of easily available and inexpensive 
material , 
11, · The apparatus used in a given demonstrp.tion should be 
stored · away intact until it is to be used, again , 
All members of the group have adhered rigidly to these criteria . 
It might be mentioned here that research, which will be des-
cribed in Chapter 2, on the idea that demonstrations are effective 
brought to light the fact that the demonstration is equal to or better 
than any other method of teaching science . Thus it is seen that if 
a particular scientific principle can be taught at a certain age level, 
the demonstration method is as good a way known to aid in the teaching 
of it. 
After having perfected the demonstration a third step in the proce-
dure was followed. Each investigator devised a test of the four-
answer in~ltiple choice type to be administered in not over 15 minutes 
time. Th~,:; type consisted of approximately thirty items divided into 
'· 
three groups. The first ten items were based directly on the demon-
stration to be given . The second group consisted of items which in-
valved transference; that is, these items did not test an understanding 
of the demonstration directly but tested the ability to apply the scien-
tific principle - involved to other simple nearby situations . The last ten 
items were more difficult; they involved an application of the principle 
but were o! such a nature that correct answers might be made ·by the 
pupils who had gotten the most from the demonstration. 
lS 
All of the items were so worded that the pul'il could be given this 
test before the demonstration had--been s~ and yet answer the questions 
if he understood the principle. For example~ a question might be begun 
with a phrase such as 11If a tight wir~ isplucked, •••••• ", etc. 
In order to establish a suitable vocabulary for the items on the y 
test, Thorndike's Teacher's Word Book was used. 
~---------------
This volume lists 
words used most often in standard English reading material. Words used 
in the items were compar~ with the list to suit either the elementary 
or the secondary grades. IT the particular words were not mentioned, 
others h~d to be substituted • ... The final form of the test· contained a 
vocabulary which was -suitable to -the -level at which each investigator was 
working. A copy of the writer's test is included in the appendixo 
The test items were put in the interrogative form whenever practical 
with the answer to each consisting of one correct response and three dis= 
tractors. 
When the test was completed, -it was presmt-ed to the same board which 
had previously judged the quality of. the demonstration materiaL The items 
were passed if, in the opinion of the -boa-rd, they- were· valid. An answer 
sheet for the test was devised--whereby an enclosed space was left after 
the number of each item for the lett~r of choice. 
Y Ed:war<f L. T~orndike and Irving Lorge, The TeacherVs Word Book of 
30 9 000 Words, Bureau of Publications, Teacherns College, Columbia 
University3 New York, 1944. 
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The fourth step in the procedure involved the administration of 
the test to approximately one hundretd pupils 0f the same ·grade level as 
the pupils for which it was finally intended. The results were incor-
porated in an item analysis -~ich is desc·:t-ibed in a +ater section of this 
thesis. Any items which were shown not · to be-serving especially well 
were left on this final form of the --test b~t only those items which were 
functioning well were used in sub-sequent cempilations • 
. As the fifth step, a script to accompany the demonstration was written 
by each investigator using a suitable v0cabulary ·selected from Thorndike's 
word list. Y This was not to be-read· :te . the -experimental group while the 
demonstration was shown but served as-· a guide for - the demonstration 
lecture, key points of the writ.ten procedure having been- committed to 
memory by the experimenter. This -minimized the probability of the indi-
vidual lectures varying widely from day-to day • 
.The investigator then presented his -lecture and demonstration to a 
few pupils inviting comments ---after the presentation. · In this manner both 
the script and demonstration wer-e---re.f-inedo· 
.At this point in the procedure, --the -test and -the -demonstration were 
ready to be given. Each investigator had written to superintendents of 
schools, receiving permission to -test pupils of two particular grades in 
each school. Altogether five schools ,were s-e-lected and -the pupils of two 
grade divisions in each school were chosen as subjects for the experiment. 
!/ Edward L. Thorndike and Irving Lorge, .2E.• ill• 
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In some cases 9 investigators chose the elementary gr ades and in others9 the 
secondary. 
The sixth step involved t he administration of the Otis Quick=Scoring 
intelligence test 3 by the investigator or the teacher of each particular 
division, during a period within two -weeks of the demonstration .. 
The largest part of the experimental work is contained in the seventh 
step. On a prearranged date -at a prescribed hour all the students of one 
class were pre-tested at the same-time; that is 51 the examination was pre= 
sented to the pupils before -the -principle --was- demonstrated ;; They were 
first given a test booklet -and an answer sheet marked Test 1 on which there 
was a place for the filling in of the- following infonn:ationg name9 sex.~~ 
date of birth, name of school and town~ and the previous training e~ch 
pupil had in scienceo With regard to some of- these items, -in the lower 
elementary grades the information noted ·had to b-e checked and 51 many times.~~ 
suppiied by the teacher. 
Each answer sheet contained a Fandom number in the upper -right hand 
corner and also a place for the inves-tigator to later fill in any informa~ 
tion he desired such as socio=economic background9 IeQo 9 etc~ A sample 
answer sheet is shown in the appendix. 
The time allotted for the pre-test --was approximately fifteen minutes .. 
At the end of this time the answer sheets -were-collected and half of the 
pupils in the class were sent to another room3 aft er handling their test 
booklets to the demonstrator or the t eacher in charge. The remaining 
half kept their booklets and s tayed in the room to see the demonstration. 
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Half of the pupils were randomly -sel-ected according to a method 
used by Lindquist!/. A table in his book was consulted and utilized. 
To explain the use of the table~ it is perhaps expedient to use a hypo-
thetical class in a singie run of the experiment. Since there · are 36 
pupils in this class and half are to be selected at random; lS pupils must 
be chosen arbitrarily. The first step -is to -assign numbers from 00 to 35 
to the 36 answer sheets. This may be done in apy order. Then it is 
nec~ssary to select a starting point on tne table by referring to a column 
y 
and row number. As Lindquist states, - .. 
"This ata:rt:i.ng point should be- determined before looking at 
any number in the table. ' Once having . selected the starting point 
and direction, no pecularity in the numbers read should be permitted 
to cause one to disregard the results and start anew at another 
point." 
From the starting p()int and reading in the chosen direction, the first 
lS unlike numbers below 36 are· taken and t;he pupils previously af!signed 
these numbers are then one of the -ha:Lv:esof the class. 
After the class was divided~ the answer , sheets for the pre~test were 
collected and half the class was · :removed) -as-- stated above. This half' was 
designated as the control group.. They spent the next 15 lllinutes reading 
silently some non-science material in another room. 
Up to this time, - the denonst-r-ation apparatusjl which had been previously 
placed in the room where the pre-test had been given) was · kept covered with 
a cloth. With only half the original group present, these ·demonstration 
y Everet F. Lindquist 3 Statistical Analysis in Educational Research 9 
Houghton Mifflin Co~pany, Bostonjl 1940jl table 18jl p. 262. 
y ~., P• 26. 
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materials were uncovered and the investigator began his experiments with 
his accompanying remarks of explanati on. 
When the demonstration ~ having lasted approximately 15 minutes~ was 
over, a post-test answer sheet marked Test 2 was distributed to each pupil. 
This sheet was the same as that for the pre-test with the · exception of the 
identifying test number. The original closed test booklet» which was to 
. 
be used for the post-test , had been · placed in the upper right hand corner 
of each pupil's desk. The group had previously been cautioned by the 
demonstrator not to open the pooklets or talk -among themselves while he 
was experimenting. 
-The post-test, being identical to th-e-pre= test since ·tpe test booklet 
contained only the one test~ was then· administered ·to this experimental 
group. At the end of the allotted 15 minutes, the booklets and both 
answer sheets were collected. 
Meanwhile in the room to which the other hall' of the class 9 the 
control group, had moved~ thesamepost- test was given as was administered 
to the experimental group by a teacher-who also mpplied the pupils with 
an answer sheet marked Test 2 and a, .. test booklet. After about 15 minutes 
had elapsed, the papers and booklets were collected. 
In the cases -where the investigator was working with elementary 
grade school pupils, the demonstration · was ·given -to the control group 
aft,er they had taken the post-test because -of· the interest they undoubt-
edly had, because of administrative- r-easons 9 and ,jl more important, because 
the time element was not such an important factor as it was · in the 
secondary school where the control group was not given the demonstration. 
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This same p~ocedure was repeated with individual divisions in each 
. school until, as mentioned above3 -data on a total of ten divisions in 
five schools was collec~ed. 
It has been found that a -reliable method of measuring the amount of 
learning of some specific activity.l! is by means of the test=retest method. 
By using the test-retest method,. the level of previous · knowledge concern-
ing the activity may be established-Q Using this information any gain in 
knowledge can be easily established. A. detailed section on the test 
technique will be found in the, next chapter• 
The eighth step i .n the -experimental procedure involved the compila= 
tion of statistics using the scores on both the pre-.test and post=test, 
the group modal mental age -which had been -·eomputed from the I.Q. and the 
chronological age of each -pupil., .. As was stated above · only the scores of 
those pupils with mental ages .of plus or minus six months from the mode 
were included in the statist-ical analysis. If a pupil of the experimen= 
tal group showed a lack of understanding of the -questions relating 
directly to the demonstration on his post-test$ his scores were excluded 
from the analysiso A score which was less than SO per-cent correct on 
this part of the post-test was not used., The second chapter of this 
thesis contains a detailed explanation .of how the scores were handled 
statistically. 
The ninth and final step of the procedure. was the making of a tape 
recording using the previously refined script for the demonstration 
lecture. When this had been done and the resulting recording found 
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satisfactory, it was packaged along with the test booklets, sample answer 
sheets, and the demonstration materialo In this wayj) all necessary 
information and equipment will be ready for future investigators using 
the same principles. 
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CHAPTER II 
SURVEY OF RELATED LITERATURE 
lo Teaching by the Use of Principles 
The teaching of science by principle rather than by extraneous 
collections of facts has been- generally accepted by educators. The 
Thirty-first Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education, 
says that life enrichm.E!'lt,g the aim of education,g can best· be ·achieved if 
. . 
the schools activities are 11of the kind from which ideas may be developed 
and if the ideas may in turn be associated into principles and generaliza~ 
tiona that are interwoven into human . experience. Functional learning is 
' y 
conditioned upon attainment of _ some~ such integration .. u · 
Hoban says: "Education is not simply the accretion of information .. 
It involves the fundamental knowledge and the understanding of the basic 
principles of the universe, of which man: is a parto ,.g/ 
The inductive method-.. -Here the learner arrives at a general con= 
elusion, eog• certain laws of physical sciences» by examining a nwriber of 
individual cases. The weakness -in this method is that there is a possibility 
of too general a conelusion3 as the enumeration of particulars can never be 
totaled. For example after several - enumerations of plants having flowers 
such as, the cactus has a flower; the buckwheat has a flower, the stringbean 
1/ National Society for the Study of Education, A Program for Teaching 
Science, Thirty-first Yearbook, 1932, Part I, Po 242.9 The University of 
Chica&o Press, Chicago, Illinoiso 
y Charles F. Hoban.!> Focus on Learning3 American Council on Education,p 
Washington D.C., 1942,11 p. 34o 
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has a flower; we might conclude al.l plants have a flewero This is too 
general a conclusion as there-are active-fungi which do not possess 
flowers. Induction is thus, es-sentially imperfect as a mode .of reasoning, 
though invaluable as a means of fixing general principles and laws · amid 
th . f t ' ul ' t ' 0 • • 11 e success1.on o par 1.c . arl. 1.es · g1.ven 1.n exper1encee 
The deductive methodo=The learner- reasons from a principle to a 
particularo It is in this method that we shall be mainly interestedll for 
we are basing our whole experiment on the reasoning ·powers of the learners 
to go from the principle to a particular inference to the principles in 
their learning process o For exa.IIl}rle~ . If a learner understands the 
principle of friction he can deduce -that heat is released and wear between 
the surfaces takes place when one body is rubbed over another• · 
A large amount of our teaching attempts to pupils to see the implica~ 
tion of the laws ll principles and rules that they may have learnedo As 
contrasted w.i,tb induction, deduction is amuch simpler and sp.orter processo 
It is an unusual situation when a bit of deductive teaching lasts longer 
than a few minutes. 
Advantages of deductive .educative teaching~ 
1. Much more simple than the inductive method 
2. Results in very desirable outcomes 
3. Introduces factors of _organization 
4. Makes meaningful the principles that have 
been mastered already 
5o Arouses puzzle or questi oning instinct, a 
very valuable aid 
if Re J o :U:c Call>J Basic Logic ~ Barnes & Noble Inc o .9 New York9 1947. 
6. Helps pupils to derive their principles from books 
or demonstrative techniques.!( 
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Jones, Y Leonelli,2/Martin-Yand othe-rs- hav-e emphasized the value 
of teaching science by principle, and have listed hundreds of principles. 
Hollever, there is some disagreement asto what constitutes a principle. 
Heilunann defines a principle as 11a statement of relationship between two 
or more facts.n2/ 
!d Wilbur's definition as-- stated by Martin is much more precise and 
makes a principle a very specific kind of generalizationo His criteria 
state that a principle - - -
11 Is stated positively and definitely 
· Is true but with ra:re- exceptions within the limitations 
· · set up by the statement . 
Clearly states or implies -a -dynamic proces19or interaction 
Is demonstratable experimentally 
Is clearly not a part of a larger principle which c~ be 
clearly stated 
Is not merely a definition or description 
Has _wide application in the natural env~ronment and is 
not ruled out by any of the preceding cri teriao" 
y c. E. Holley, The Teacher's Technique., The Century Company, New York,l924. 
y Ruth v. Jones, A Study of the Principles of Science F6und in Ninth-
grade Textbooks of General Science, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Univ~rsity 
of W.chigan, 1946. 
2/ Renato E. Leonelli, Principles of Physical and Biologicar Science .f6r 
Grade Eight, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University;, _1947. 
y w. Edgar Martin, 11A Determination of the Principles _ of the _Biological 
Sciences of Importance for General Education", Scienc.e. Education 
(March, 1945), 29:100-105,; (April~ay, 1945), 29::152-163. 
2/ Ailsie M. Heinmann, 11A Study of General Science Textbooks", General 
Science Quarterly (November, 1928), 13:11. 
§/ William Edgar Martin, 11A Chronological Survey -of Res-earch Studies on 
Principles as Objectives of Instructiop in Science", Science Education 
(February, 1945), 29:45-52. 
2S 
Robertson's definition of a principle was the- result of many weeks 
of consideration by a seminar in science teaching under F. D. Curtis 
at the University of Michigan: !/ 
"a. To be a principle a statement must -be a - comprehensive 
generalization 
b. It must be true without exception within limitations 
specifically stated 
c. It must be a clear statement of a process or an 
interaction 
d. It must· be capable of illustration so as to gain 
conviction 
e. It must not be a part of a larger principle 
f. It must not be a definition 
g. It must not dt!al with a · specific substance" 
With this definition, Robertson -sought to det.::rmine a comprehensive 
list of principles suitable as g<;>als of instruction f'ol" elementary schools. 
He evaluated nine separate studies- listing principles · found in textbooks, 
arranged according to frequency and stress, -by a jury of three science 
teachers and several subject matter specialists. A list of the 243 
principles found was sent to fifteen elementary school science teachers and 
from their ratings 113 principles -were chosen. These are the principles 
used in the present study. 
Some l'esults.-There is considerable -evidencethat scientific 
principles can be taught effectively to students at the secondary level. 
Freud and Cheronis readministered a comprehensive test to students of a 
survey course in physical science one year after th~ course had been 
completed. They found that principles and the ability to apply such 
y Martin L. Robertson, "Selection of Science Principles Sui table as 
Goals of Instruction in the Elementary School", Science Educa·tion 
(February-April, 1935), 19:1-4, 65-70. 
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principles were retained much better than were unrelated factso1/ 
Ba.bitz and Keyes paired eight .classes~ in chemistry in two Cali-
f<>rnia .lU.;gb School-s. . Four of the classes, designated as the control 
groups, r.~ceived standard instruction; the other four designated as the 
experimental groups, had direct and intensive training on the application 
of principles. The tests administered at the end of the experiment re-
quired the so~ution of problems in chemistr,y and the identification of 
scientific principles related these two. All the experimental groups 
showed superiority over the control groups in the same schools. The 
. y . 
differences however were not statistically significant. Kilgore paired 
120 students · in high school pbysies with . respect to their previous ex-
perience in science courses -studies --and I.Q;, He found at the end of his 
study that students of both high and low ability were significantly better 
in making applications of principles of ppysics when the instructor placed 
emphasis on such application.l/ 
The evidenc::e :from these studies · seems to indicate that the learning 
of principles of science, and the ability to apply them, may be attainable 
y Henrietta z. Freud, and Cheronis, N. Do, "Ret~tion in the Physical 
Science Survey Course", Chemical Education Journal (June,l940) ,18:288-29.3 
y Ba.bitz and Keyes, "An Experiment in Teaching Pupils to Apply Scientific 
Principles''; Science Education (December, 19.39), 2.3:.367..;.370. 
-l( _w. A. Kilgore, "Identification of Ability of Apply Principles of 
Physics", Teacher's College Contribution to E9-ucation, Noo 84o, Columbia 
University, New York, :J-941, Po .34. · · 
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objectives of the teaching of science at the secondary l evel provided 
such objectives are emphasized in instruction. 
2o The Lectur~Demonstration Method of Teaching 
A. The Effectiveness of Lecture-Demonstrations 
The areas which will be treated in this section are to define 
and describe the tenn lecture~demonstrationa and then to quote freely the 
written opinions of science educators with regard to the use of demonstra~ 
tiona in science teaching, describing the psychological and. logical basis 
for the use of demonstrations in teaehingo Thena a review of the research 
in which the lecture-demonstration i -s compared with other methods of 
science teaching will be presentede 
Before discussing desirable qualities in a demonstrationa MacJ/.1! in 
describing and defining a demonst-ration a says in part~ 
11 Inherent in the concept of demonstration is the factor of 
movement -of a material thing~ not a static condition or dis= 
play. A demonstration is an app.eal through the senses of 
sight and of hearing, and less frequently· through the 
other senseso Results must follow the purposeg there must 
be conviction.!! compelling to an inescapable conclusiono 11 
Regarding lectur.e-demonstrations, Stuit and Engl~harty express 
definition by stating~ 
their 
11The tenn lecture-demonstration is used to describe a method of 
teaching in which the. teacher carries out ·a demonstration for 
the entire group and lectures in parallel with ito The students 
ob~erve the demonstration and ask any questions which ~hey desire 
about the demonstration or theory involvedo'' 
y Joseph Ao Mack 9 "Desirable Qualitie~ in Demonstration Apparatusw 9 
School Science and Mathematics (January9 1950)» 50~21Q 
y Dewey B. Stuit .ll and Max Do Englehart,~~ 11A Critical Summary of the 
R~search on the Lecture~Demonstration Versus t~e . ]ndividu~ _ Laboratory 
Method of Teaching High School Chemistry11 , Science Education (October.lll932) 9 16~.380. 
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Any discussion of the use of the demonstration in science teaching 
should be related to certain principles of learning. Potthofr!/ has ex-
pressed awareness of such a relationship in the following writing: 
11The use of the concrete, · particularly where it deals 
with the unfamiliar, can provide an experimental basis 
for learning, whether that learning be remembering facts, 
understanding processes;, ·seeing relationships, or getting 
an idea of how motor skills are executed. Direct ex~ 
perience, especially if it is with the unfamiliar, may 
motivate the learner, attract his attention, stimulate 
his interest, and arouse, his curiosity. Demonstrations 
can be helpful also in facilitating comprehension of the 
abstract, giving reality to the · spoken word; and reinforcing 
it by providing impressions- through - several sense avenues. 
In general, learning ·may be more meaningful, more accurate, 
more complete, and more permanent if it is based upon 
actual experience with that which is being studied. 11 
Additional emphasis on the importance of the real or direct ~erience 
in learning has been made by Richardson and Cahoon in Methods ·and Materials 
for Teaching General and PhysicalScienc,;J They stated that: 
-"Probably the most usual use of the demonstration is for 
illustrating and· explaining scientific principles and 
their applications. For mo.st students seeing the real 
thing is much more helpful than reading about it or 
looking at a picture · of it." 
Whether the demonstration precedes or follows activities such as 
discussion, reading, films, and laboratory work, it may not automatic-
ally provide an understanding; but it furnishes a real experience upon 
which the teacher may build, along with other well-chosen procedures 
and activities. 
y Edward F. Potthoff, "The Use of Demonstrations in Science Teaching'~, 
Science Education (December, 1945), 29:253. 
3/ John S. Richardson and G. P. Cahoon, Methods and Materials for 
Teaching G~eral and Physical Science, McGraw Hill Book Company, 
New York, 1951, p. 17. 
Demonstrations can be used for providing pupil experiences in 
thinking. Cahoon';/ views on this -topic are~ in part~ these: 
-"The dE!Illonstrations, laboratory experiments, directed 
studies, pupil projects, motion pictures, textbook 
statements, and pupil-teacher discussions are teeming with 
possibilities for pupil experiencein thinking. It is 
largely a matter of utilizing these appropriately as one 
goes about teaching science facts and principles to pupils. 
Like any other teaching aid or pupil activity, a partic-
ular exercise or experience in thinking may or may not 
be appropriate to use with a particular class at a given 
time. 
· A certain demonstration for one class may be given to 
help obtain a particular fact of science, at another 
time as an experience in accurate observation, at another 
to utilize previous knowledge by predicting 'what will 
happen•, at another as an application of a recently 
studied principle. 11 
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However, it must be added here, that "A demonstration perfonned 
by a teacher who points out what is happening and indicates the conclusion 
which should be drawn or how it illustrates a particular principle may 
furnish little experience in thinking. ,l} However, "thinking" comes when 
the principle is applied. 
Before presenting a review of the r -esearch in which the lecture-
demonstration is compared with . other methods of science teaching, the 
evolution of the popularity of the demonstration method should be mentioned. 
y G. P. Cahoon, 11Us~Demonstrations for Providing Pupil Experiences 
in Thinking", Science Education (Oct., 1946) ~ 30:196. 
g/ John S. Richardson and G. P. Cahoon, QP• cit. 2 p. 67. 
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Webb!/ states t hat i t developed in this mann er g 
"The growth of the demonstration method as a substitute 
for the indivi dual experiment -was -accelerated by the de= 
pression! during which time funds fo r oper ating the schools 
were much reducedo It was argued~hat i f the course in 
science be given by demonstrations ~ only one set of apparatus 
need be procur ed; whereas i f it were given by st udent indi= 
vidual or group experi ment s a considerable number of duplicate 
sets must be purchasedo" 
Cunningham' s summary of "Lect ur e Demonstrati ons Versus Individual 
y 
Laboratory Method in Sci ence Teaching'' covers a- twenty=fi ve year periodo 
The field of research includes eighteen Master u s The-ses» six Doctorate 
Studiess and other studieso All of the report s were published in such 
professional periodicals asg Journal of. Educational Psychology2 School 
Science arid Mathematics .~) School -' Reviews Journal of Educat ional Research, 
and Pennsylvania School Journalo From the resul t s reported by the ex= 
perimenters, Cunningham~states thati 
11Twenty=eight studies gave specific attention to the general 
outcome = immediate recall or immedi ate resultso Twenty 
gave results favoring the demonstrati on method :; six favored 
the individual laborat ory method ; and two said that there 
was no difference ~etween t he two methodi7., 
Of the twenty=four studies that gave specific attention 
to delayed results .ll then favored the demonstr ation method ~ 
eleven the individual l aborat ory method9 and thr ee re= 
ported no differenc eo 
The interest stimulated i n the pupils by the t wo methods 
was studies in seven of the enterprises o The majority 
of the pupils in three [Or the enter prisey f avored the 
y Charles So Webb 9 11The Teachi ng of Advanc ed Science Using the Demon-
stration Method" 9 School Sci enc e and Mathematics (January9 193S) 9 3S ~ 23o 
y Harry Ao Cunningham.ll "Lecture Demonst r ations Ver:;n1s . Individual Labo:L"a.;. 
tory Method in Science Teaching = A Summary")> Science Educati on (March,l946) 
30:70=f32., 
2} Ibid., ~ P o 76 
demonstration method; and in fourLQf t he enterprise!! 
favored the individual laboratory methode 
All of the studies = fifteen = that gav-e attention to 
the time required by each of the two methods reported a 
saving of time under the demonstration methodo The time 
saved varied from one=fifth to one=halfo" 
Later in the summary 3 Cunninghaml/ tells of the treatment of 
scientific thinking in these studies by these commentsg 
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"Seventeen studies gave attention to one or more of the elements 
of scientific thinking but no one undertaking made even a 
slight beginning in the study of this problem in all of its 
many aspectso The elements of the thinking process that were 
studi~d in some of the undertakings were as follows g amount 
retained in thought work; making proper conclusions to an 
experiment; application of principles learned; ability to 
think in terms of science subject; ability to follow the 
steps in scientific procedure; per cent of thought questions 
answered . correctly; method of attach on new problems; 
scientific attitude; ability to observe~ learning a scientific 
principle; greater carry~ver ability; ability to distinguish 
between fact and superstition; and ability to generalizeo 
Of the seventeen studiesthat gave -attention to some phases 
of this big and _very important pro9lem:;~ twelve favored the 
demonstration method; four_ the individual laboratory method; 
and one came to the conclusion that t he p~il could learn to 
think about equally well by either L,iiietho~ o 11 
This comprehensive statement is part of the concluding remarks made 
by Cunningh~: 
110ur decision :;~ as to what to do in practice .~> is made easier 
when we realize that all of our laporatory teaching need 
not - should not be done by one method. It is possible that 
we may be ignoring a whole continuous series o:('_ possibilities 
between these two extr emes. In many case,s i t may be found 
best to use both methods i n teaching a given i dea in science." 
The studies presented in the summary of Cunningham were ranked according 
to the criteria presented in an art~cl e by Stuit and Englehartl/ 
iJ'op. cite:;~ Po 7o-~ 
y Ibid • .ll p. 79 
~ Opo cit • .~> PPo 380=391. 
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by KeisexY as to their superior or inferior value. It is well to note 
here that Keiser used only the first six of the seven criteria to determine 
the value of these studies. The seven criteria, as establi-shed by Stuit 
and Englehart, are a.s followsg . (1) specification of experimental factors; 
(2) control of pupil factors; (.3) control of teacher factors; 
(4) control of general school factors-; (5) duration of experiment; 
(6) measurement of achievement; and_(7) interpretation of experimental 
dateo 
For comparative purposes the writer has used the studies of AnibelY, 
Knox2/, and Wil~ in this ·· discus-sion because each study is partly con-
cerned with the demonstration method versus the laboratory -method of teaching 
high school chemistry. The problem of the research as stated by each author 
and the significant conclusions, in part, wili be relatedo 
The study of Fred G. Anibel2/, ranked superior, is as followsg 
Problem: . To determinescientifically through objective data 
how the results of teaching high-school chemistry by lecture-
demonstration method compared with the individual laboratory 
method. 
y Louis B. Keiser, The Present Status of the Lecture=Demonstration Versus 
the Individual Laboratory Method of Teaching Science in the High School, 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, City College of New York, 1933o 
' 
y Fred G. Anibel, "Comparative Effectiveness of Lecture=Demonstration ~nd 
Individual-Laboratory Method", Journal of Educational Research (May ,1.926), 
13:355-365. . 
J! W. w. Kriox, . 11The Demonstration Method Versus the Laboratory Method of 
Teaching High School Chemistry", School Review (May,l947), 35~376=JS6. 
!z/ William H. Wiley, "An Experimental Study of Methods in Teaching High 
School Chemistry", Journal of Educational Psychology (April, 191S)JI 
9:181-198. 
2./ Loco cit. 
Conclusions 2 in part g 
1. The immediate retention i s as adequate when 
material is presented bythe -l eeture=demonst ration method 
as when the class is taught by the regular _ individu~l 
laboratory procedureo Indications are that the lecture= 
demonstration procedure would result in better immediate 
retention. 
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2. The delayed retention is so little dif ferent that 
one method may be considered as good as the othero There 
was a slight indication that the material was better r e-
membered when taught by the individual laboratory procedure. 
3. The brighter students are likely to profit mo r e 
by the lecture-demonstration method than are the otherso 
The study by w. Wo Kno.}J2 which was ranked superior$ is 
Problem: To establish the relative value of the dem.on-
stration and laboratory methods of science instruction. 
Conclusions, in partg 
as follows: 
1. The demonstration method is superior to the 
laboratory method in teaching mentally heterogenous groups 
of pupils for the purpose of immediate .retention §.nd 
relatively permanent retentiori7 of subject matter iri high 
school chemistry. 
2. For the purpose of imparting to a group of pupils 
a sctentific attitude and training in a method of attack 
on new problems~ the demonstration method is equal~ if not 
superior~ to the laboratory method of instruction. 
3~ From the standpoint of the coefficients of corre-
lation, it appears that the demonstration method provides 
superior opportunity for adaptation to individual differences 
in mental ability so far as teaching for immediate retention, 
delayed retention$ and method of attack are concerned. 
4. So far as providing knowledge andmethod of attack 
are concerned$ the laboratory method is slightly superior to 
the demonstration method in the case of the average inferior 
pupil. 
5. For the purpose of provi ding knowledge for both 
immediate retention and relatively permanent retention» and 
for the purpose of providing a technique for handli ng new 
problems$ the demonstration method is much to be preferred 
to the laboratory method in the case of the average superior 
pupil. 
y Loc .. cit ... 
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Before stattng the problem and significant conclusions of a study 
ranked inferior by KeiseJ/according to the first six of the seven criteria 
developed by Stuit and EnglehartY, it should be recognized that the study 
made by Wile~was a pioneer enterprise, being published in 1918. 
Probably it has been ranked as of inferior value because of the following 
factors: no mention is made of any attempt to measure the mental abilities 
of the pupils!J/; the tests to measure immediate and delayed retention were 
of doubtful validity; the method of scoring the tests was highly subjective3 
and there was no mEntion made of statistical treatment of the data found. 
The study made by William H. Wiley2./ is as follows~ 
Problem: To dete~ne the best of the three methods of 
teaching chemistry, the textbook recitation method, the 
so-called lecture ~emonstratiori7 method, and the labora-
tory method. 
Conclusions, in partg 
1. There is not as great a difference as is ordinarily 
supposed in the value of the three methods, lecture @emonstrati2!!' 
textbook, and laboratory, so far as imparting knowledge is con-
cerned. 
2. For immediate learning the textbook method is unquestion-
ably superior. 
3. For pennanent learning the laboratory method is perhaps 
slightly superior. 
4. In every respect the lecture Ldemonstratiori7method is 
the least effective in imparting knowledge to high school 
students. 
5. The rate of forgetting is greatest with the text-
book· method and least with the laboratory method. 
y Loc. cit. 
g( Op. cit.; PP• 380-391. 
J/ Loc. cit. 
!JI Note the date of publication of the first group intelligence tests. 
2/ Loc. cit. 
6o The different methods show decided individual 
differences both for immediate and delayed reproduction. 
?. Probably a combination of the three methods will 
give the best results in teaching high school chemistry. 
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Stuit and Englehart!/have also made an excellent critical analysis 
of the lecture demonstration versus the individual laboratory method of 
teaching high school chemistry. A summary of their report$ which con-
sisted of the combined conclusions of various investigators, is as follows: 
Conclusions contending that the laboratory method is superior: 
1. There is a slight indication that material was 
better retained when taught by the individual laboratory 
method - Anibel. 
2. The order of preference of the methods studies 
places the individual laboratory method before the 
demonstration method - Horton. 
3o In every respect the lecture method is least 
effective in imparting knowledge to high school students 
Wiley. 
4. For permanent learning the laboratory method is 
perhaps slightly superior -Wiley. 
5. For providing knowledge and method of attack$ . 
the laboratory method is superior for the inferior pupil -
Knox. 
Conclusions claiming that the -demonstration method is 
superior: . 
1. Bright pupils are more likely to profit by the 
lecture-demonstration method than are the others - Anibel. 
2. Dull pupils profit more from demonstration than 
from individual laboratory work - Carpenter. 
3. The lecture--demonstration takes less ·time and costs 
less - Anibel. 
4. The teacher (Demonstration) method is best ~ Nash 
and Phillips. 
5o Lecture-demonstration method gives better control 
over the individual since all are under teacher guidance -
Pugh. 
6. For purpose of providing knowledge for both 
immediate and permanent retention and for the purpose of 
providing technique or handling new problems$ the demon-
stration method is much to be preferred to the laboratory 
method in case of average superior pupil - KnoXo 
Conclusions contending that t he students achieves equally 
well by either methodg 
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lo Immediate retention is about equal in both lecture-
demonstration and individual=laboratory methods - Anibel. 
2.. There is not as great -a difference as is ordinarily 
supposed in the value of the three methods, lecture, text-
book - and laboratory~ so far as imparting knowledge is 
concerned - Wileyo 
.3o The results of this experiment point to the con= 
elusion that the majority of students in high=school» 
laboratory-chemistry classes ~ · taught by the demonstration 
method, succeed as- well as ·when they perform the experi-
ment individually, if success is measured by instruments 
which measure the same abilities as are measured by these 
tests, namely, specific information and ability to think 
in terms of chemistry - Carpentero ·· 
General conclusions based on evaluation of the reported 
researchg 
After considering the above conclusions the writers 
have arrived at a few ideas which seem justifiable in the 
light of the evidence given by this study .. 
lo No method can be considered to be the best in 
every case. The objectives of chemistry teaching~ the 
preference of the teacher, the nature of the pupil, and 
the facilities of the schools will largely determine which 
method should be usedo 
2. In small schools where money and space are not 
plentiful the lecture-demonstration method seems to be 
most practicableo 
.3. The written test · cannot be used to test all the 
outcomes of a course in high school chemistryo Some sort 
of manipulative tests seem necessary to test the laboratory 
skills. 
4. The problem of the-relative merits of the lecture-
demonstration and indi vidual..,laboratory methods still seems 
unsolves and as complex as evero More ·Careful experimenta-
tion, involving careful control of non-experimental factors 
and reliable testing~ is needed in order to justify any 
definite and final conclusionso When experimentation has 
shown the relative superiorities of the methods in terms 
of outcomes, the methods should be evaluated in terms of 
the values attached to these outcomeso 
Evidence of the evolution of teaching methods particularly by the 
visual method is apparent in the next study to be considered, that of 
• 
The visual method has been long recognized by leading educators 
as one of the most valuable ways of training pupils in all stages of 
learning. It is difficult, as a result, to find a school that does not, 
in one way or another, make use ·of visual aids in teaching. The alert 
teacher and administrator are constantly seeking suggestions and illustrations 
by means of which the vague conceptic;ms of the pupils may be made into real 
facts and parts of their experience.. Any method will not be overlooked 
if it can provide both clarity and simplicity c9mbined .. ~ 
In the study done by Smithl/the problem involved was: 
1. What is the relative·-effectiveness in ninth grade 
general science classes ef experimental demon!Strations 
performed, by the teacher and eqtliValent demonstrations 
presented through the medium of -educational sound motion 
pictures. 
2. The determination of the relative effectiveness of 
these two instructional techniques with pupils of 
different levels of intelligence. 
In the plan of study three methods of presentation were used~ 
(1) teacher demonstration, (2) use of films, and (3) a combination of 
teacher demonstrations and the use of films.. The conclusions made, as a 
result of this study, were as follows: 
1. Educational sound motion pictures and teacher demon-
stration are of equal merit as instructive devices in 
ninth grade general science when they include essentially 
the same materials in so far as merit can be determined 
Y Herbert A. Smith, "A Determination of the Relative Effecti.veness of Sound 
Motion Pictures and Equivalent Teacher Demonstration in Ninth Grade General 
Science", Science Education (April, 1949), 33~214=221. 
Y Paul Arthur_,_ Lecture Demonstrations in General Chemistry: McGraw Hill 
Book Company, New Yol)'k, 1939,, pp .. 2-4 .. 
2./ Op. cit., pp .. 214 ... 215 .. 
• 
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by the techniques employed in this investigationo The 
use of either method singly is as effective as the combina-
tion of the two. 
2. There is a tendency for increased intelligence as 
expressed in terms of an intelligence quotient to be 
accompanied by increased learning where l~rning is 
represented by the gain of final over initial test scores 
on the objective tests used in this investigation. The 
degree of relationship is independent o:f the method of 
instruction utilized indicating the same r .elative value 
for sound motion pictures and teacher demonstrations 
portraying essentially identical materials regardless 
of the level of intelligence of the-students. 
Certain similarities exist between the problem of this science seminar 
and . the problem investigated in the study by Croxton)/ His problem was 
stated thusly: 
11 Is the failure of children to generalize due primarily 
to lack of power or tendency, or is it simply due to want 
of sufficient experience •••• " 
In this study most of the experiments tested the pupils' ability to 
formulate and apply a principle-after ~ght minutes exposure to the 
essential experimental basis in the form of a demonstration or directed 
play. 
y . 
The tentative conclusions made by Croxton are as follows: 
1. The data indicates that many children in the higher 
primary, the intermediate, and the junior-high school 
grades are capable of generalizing. 
2. While the experiments do not prove that most pupils 
in the kindergarten and lower primary grades could riot 
generalize if a more adequate -experience basis was pro-
vided, the data together with the evident obsession mani-
fested by these child-ren for obtaining emotional satis-
y Wo C. Croxton, 11Pupils 1 Ability to Generalize", School Science 
and Mathematics (June, 1936), 36:627-634o 
y Ibid., p .. 634 
faction do suggest that early childhood is preeminentl y 
a period for satisfying reactionse 
3. There is little in these experiments to suggest that 
junior-high school pupils possess markedly superior 
ability to generalize than int ermediate grade pupils . 
possess, the difference in the scores in favor of the former 
being little more than might reasonable be credited to added 
experienceo 
In summary~ therefore~ of the research and studies compiled by 
investigators on the value and the· effectiveness of the lecture-demon-
stration, as compared to other methods of science teaching such as the 
individual laboratory method~ the textbook method, and sound motion 
pictures, it can be concluded that the lecture- demonstration method of 
science teaching is equal to, if not better than, any other method of 
teaching. It incorporates direct experienc-e of the pupil~ pupil ex-
perience in thinking, utilization of the senses, understanding processes, 
application of scientific principles-, and ability of the pupil to general-
ize. Through the use of the lecture-demonstration most, if not all, of 
these above qualities are satisfied. Again, the writer would like to 
cite the fact that the lecture-demonstration method is egual to 2 iT not I 
better than, any other method of teaching science. 
2. Criteria for a Good Demonstration 
Statement of the Probleme~'l'here are two problems involved in developing a 
list of criteria for a good demonstration~ (1) to define clearly the 
word "demonstration" as it is to be used in this experiment; (2) to evolve, 
through reference to the literature,the criteriao 
Need for research.~ince the demonstration is the instructional 
procedure selected for use in the experiment, it is necessary to clarify 
the meaning of the demonstration method. 
• 
Noll!/ has pointed out the fact that investigators seldom define 
teaching methods carefully and minutely enough. Various writers have 
recognized the need in research for accurate definition of terms. Like 
Noll, Ried~has made a plea for clear definition of teaching methods 
and experimental procedures. Mac~ has stated that there are as many 
definitions of "danonstration" as there are authors treating the subject. 
Preston~ also realized this and called for clarification and unification 
of terminology. 
Most of the literature on the danonstration method fails to recogriize 
the difference between the lecture-demonstration, the class experiment, 
and the illustrated lecture. Preston2/ attributes much of the success of 
lecture-demonstrations to their actually being class experiments. 
Definition of demonstration~--The demonstration is in this experiment 
actually a lecture-demonstration. Ref·erenc-e to the literature will help 
to clarify the meaning. First, the 11danonstration 11 is defined by the 
y Victor H. Noll, The Teachin of Science in Elementary and Secondary 
Schools, Longrams, Green and Co., -London and Toronto, 1939, p. 3o 
3/ F. A. Riedel, ''What, If Anything, Has Been Proved as to the Relative 
Effectiveness of the Demonstration and Laboratory Methods in Science?" 
School Science and Mathematics (May, 1927), 27:513. 
2/ Joseph A. Mack, "Desirable Qualities in Demonstration Apparatus", 
School Science and Mathematics (Jan., 1950), 50:21. 
~ Carleton E. Preston, "Is the Debate in Common Tenns? 11 Science 
Education (February, 1935), 19:14-16. 
2/ Loc. cit. 
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Dictionary of Education!/ as follows g 
"(1) The Method or process of presenting or establishing 
facts; (2) the procedure of doing something in the 
presence of others either for means of showing them how to 
do it themselves or in order to teach a principle." 
The same sourc~ defines the lecture-demonstration thusg 
nAn instruc~ional procedure in which the verbal message is 
accompanied by use of apparatus to i~lustrate principlesj 
determine or verify facts~ clarify different parts~ or 
test for comprehension of material under discu·s·sion. 11 
PrestonJ/ further clarifies the concept of the lecture-demonstrat~on as 
distinct from the class experimentg 
"In true lecture-demonstration the teacher shows every-
thing, explaining or interpreting each point as hej or 
some pupil, performs the work. In true class experiment-
ation the teacher endeavors, by well-directed questions~ 
to get the members of the class to observe or come to 
conclusions themselves ·as to the proper interpretation, 
and perhaps to plan further steps or procedures. Thus, 
in the lecture-demonstration the flow of information and · 
explanation is from teacher to pupils; in the class ex-
periment it is exactly the opposite. 11 
Elsewhere, in defining lecture-demonstration» Prestonlt/makes the point 
that 11no questions interrupt the speaker and he asks his audience none~ 
other than for rhetorical effect." 
Preston, however~ does not distinguish the lecture-demonstration from 
.!/ Carter V. Good (Editor), Phi Delta Kappa~ Dictionary of Education 2 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inco, New York» 1945, p. 124 
J/ Carleton E. Preston~ The Hi School Science Teacher and His Work, 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York and London, 193 ~pp.l92-193o 
W Carleton E. Preston~ 11Is the Debate in Common Terms?" Science Education 
"(February~ 1935), l9gl4-16. 
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the illustrated lecture as does the Encyclopedia of Modern Education:!/ 
"The lecture-demonstration differs from the illustrated 
lecture in that the latter focuses attention on the screen 
and shows the relationships by means of pictures, slides, 
moving pictures or specimens while the lecture-demonstra-
tion focuses attention on the lecturer who shows the re-
lationships through the use of manipulation of physical 
material, machines or appliances-.'' 
The meaning of "dEmonstration" is further expanded by the following 
observation made by Mack:Y "Inherent in th-e concept of demonstration is 
the factor of movEment of material things ; not a static condition or dis-
play." This so-called dynamic quality of the demonstration leads 
Mac~ to exclude from the demonstration procedure certain standard 
teaching materials: 
"objects, unless they can be operated ••• so also, speci-
mens, samples and parts ••• Likewise models, as such, are 
barred unless they are working models; so also, miniatures 
and enlargements.'' 
Although micro-projection techniques ·are gaining increasing favor in 
demonstration work, !JI it would seem that this method should also be ex-
eluded on the same basis as the other visual aids. 
Further, Mac.;/ states that the demonstration is 11an appeal through 
the senses of sight and hearing and less frequently through the other 
!/ Harry N. Rivlin, Encyclopedia of Modern Education, The Philosophical 
Library of New York City, New -York, 1943, p. 452 
y Op. cit., p. 21. 
2/ Loc. Cit. 
!JI Mary A. Ott, "Microtechnique for Projection Demonstration in General 
Science"~ School Science and Mathematics (January, 1946), 46~ 6S-73. 
2/ Op. cit., p. 21 
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senses". He would, therefore, exclude from demonstration work materials 
that appeal to only one sense; such as, transparencies, pictures, charts, 
recordings and radio reproductions. 
Thus certain characteristics of the denonstration have been detennined 
by definition. These are: 
1. The demonstration is an instructional procedure. 
2. It is frequently used to teach principles. 
3. It differs from the class · experiment. 
4. It differs from the illustra:ted lecture. 
5. Movement and actian are essential. -
6. It is an appeal through- twa senses: sight and hearing. 
The necessary implications of each of these statements have already been 
suggested. 
Review of the literature.--A review of the literature was made in 
order to discover those basic principles which ,might be used as a guide 
in doing demonstrations. 
First, a search was made to lacate any previous studies that 
paralleled this investigatien·o The , Bibliographic Index provided the 
necessary references. It was found that many investigators had subject-
ively listed criteria in one form or another. ·. However, only one study, 
documented with references, praved similar to this one. Mac~covered 
many of the same sources in developing his checklist for evaluating desirable 
qualities of demonstration apparatus. He lists as "factors" those conditions 
1/ Op. Cit., PP• 19-3!• 
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inherent in the physical surroundings and in good techniques and as 
"qualities'~ those conditions inherent- in the apparatus. Much of his re-
search had to be duplicated in this review, but for a different purpose 
which called for more complete and descriptive statements. 
A working bibliography was developed -consisting of five types of 
sources: (1) prpfessional journalsand science publications, 
(2) methodology t¢books, (3) teaching science t-extbooks, (4) audio-
visual texts and (5) books on experim-ents. The following reference 
sources were consulted: Bibliographic _ Index, Encyclopedia of Educational 
Research, BibliographLes and Summaries in Education, Reader's Guide, 
International Index, Ulvich's Periodical Directory, Vertical File Service, 
and the Education Index. 
There was great variety in the nature of the material eqvered which in-
clud~d such items as: 
1~ Steps to follow 
2. Desirable qualities 
3. Desirable characteristics 
4. Points to keep in mind 
5. Rules for demonstrati-ng 
6. Suggestions for making demonstrations effective 
7. Criteria 
8. General discussions of the demonstration method Works included 
in this study fall into four categories: (1) Those which deal with the 
demonstration in a general sense; (2) those from th~ field of biology 
(3) those from the field of physics (4) those from the field of chemistry. 
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Several of the authors in the first categoryll the 11general 11 ll emphasize 
only one or a few aspects of the use of demonstrations. In discussing the 
presentation of example demonstrations)~ Cahoon!/ indicates certain steps 
taken to insure effectiveness of the demonstration and emphasizes 
visibility and size of apparatus. Colvin?} offers three cautions 
observed in class demonstrations.. HofrY emphasizes only visibility and 
planning. Pink:usy suggests the· need for apparatus especially designed 
only 
to be 
for demonstration purposes and stresses-the factor of visibility. 
A few in this aerne group attempt more detailed coverage. Potthofrf/ 
for example, offers several sugg-estions for performing demonstrations 
effectively and contributes many excellent ideas. In discussing the art 
of lecture table demonstration)~ Davison£~ mentions several rules to follow 
11 . 
in demonstrating. Rakestraw touches on six different aspects of the 
y G.P.Cahoon, "Using Demonstrations for Providing Pupil Experiences in 
Thinking", Science Eduo.ation (October, 1946)» 30~196-201. 
3/ Stephen Sheldon Colvin, An Introduction to High School Teaching, The 
Macmillan Company, New rork, 1924, Ch. 12. 
~ Arthur G. Hoffll Secondary School Science Teaching, The Blakiston Company, 
Philadelphia and Toronto)~ 1947)1 PP• 188=189. 
4/ L. F. Pink:us, "Some Suggestions in Demonstrations" ll Science 
"[october 20, 1933)~ 78~364. 
2./ Edward F .. }>otthoff ,s. "The Use of .Demonstrations in Science Teaching", 
Science Education (December, 1945))1 29~253=255. 
2/ H. F. Davisonll "The Art of Lecture Table Demonstration" ll Journai of 
Chemical Education ·(June ,s. 1927), 2~41-t-3=7. 
1/ Norris w. Rakestraw.., "The Function and Limitations of Lecture 
Demonstration", Journal of Chemical Education (November,l929 ).s> 
6:1882-1886. 
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good demonstration in his extensive discussion of lecture-demonstration 
.Still others in the "general" group have systematically attempted 
to list criteria in some form. Billinge~ l i sts five require-
ments for a successful demonstration. Daley offers fourteen suggestions 
for improving demonstrations and eleven questions for evaluating them. 
Under "demonstration techniques" 11 Haas.2/ lists ten steps to be completed 
before conducting the experiment and five suggestions for conducting it. 
Heissy elaborates on seven excellent rules for demonstrating. Holle;/ 
lists seven things a teacher can do to insure successful demonstrations. 
M.a,c.Jd developed a lengthy checklist of desirable qualities in demonstra-
tion apparatus. In a group thesis edited by Jlarray'J./, five criteria for 
a demonstration were listed which h~d been developed in a seminar 
y R. D. Billinger, 11L.ecture Demonstration Experiments", Journal of 
Chemical Education (August, 1937), 14~375-7. 
~ Edgar Dale, Audio-Visual Methods of Teaching, The Dryden Press, 
New York, 1946,- P• 125.130. · 
2/ K. B. Haas, "The Demonstration-and Field Trip as Training Techniques", 
Business Education World (February, 1951).11 3lg291-293. _ 
h/ Elwood D. Heiss, Charles w. Hoffman, and Ellsworth S. Obourn, -Modern 
Methods and Materials for Teaching Science, The Macmillan Company, New 
York, 1950, PP• 171=2. 
2/ Charles Elmer Holley, High School Teachers Methods, The Garrard 
Press, Champaign, illinois, 1937, p. 229. 
£/ Op. cit. , P• 27-29. 
, 1/ Chalmers Murray (Editor), .New and Improved Demoristrations 2 ·Each 
Illustrating a Single Science Principle, Unpubli shed Master's Thesis, 
Boston University~ 1950. 
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discussi on. Richardson and Cahoon.!/ list five crit eria for a good demon~ 
stration. Seiber~ lists sixteen common errors in demonstration tech~ 
niques (actually class experiment t echniques) and offers an excellent 
plan to follow in doi ng classroom demonstrati ons. In the second category.ll 
the works from the field of biology9 only one study was found. Grametl/ 
lists eight characteristics of the good demonstration. 
In the third category~ works from t he field of physics, the same 
breakdown can be made as for the first category. Among the few who 
y 
emphasize only one aspect, Coyle stresses the value and importance of 
vertical mounting of apparatus on special boards . Also -9 Sutton2/ stresses 
the need for simplicity and originality. Among his suggestions for im~ 
proving physics teaching 2 Weave~ stresses visibility and size of 
apparatus. 
y JohnS. Richardson and G.P. Cahoon, Methods and -Materials forTeaching 
General and Physical Science, McGraw=Hill Book Company-9 Inc. 2 New York, 
Toronto and London~ 1951. 
?:./ Edit h M. Selbert, "A Pl an for Developing Better Techniques in Giving 
Science Demonstrations.~J Science Education ( October~ 1932) 9 16~417=420 . 
3/ Charles A. Gramet 3 "Demonstr at i on Lessons in Biology11 , Sci ence Education 
TFebruar,y, 1934), 18~33=36. 
~ J. P. Coyle, E. C. Hansen2 and R. B. Coe2 "Demonstrations Made More 
Visiblen.il Chicago Schools Journal (November, l94l) .il 23::64~. 
2/ Richard M. Sutton9 "The Importance of Scientific Instruments and Apparatus 
to the Teachers of Physics"~ Review of Scientific Instruments (December, 1941) -
12~573=582. 
§/Elbert C. Weaver.ll "Teaching Physics Effectively11 2 School Science and 
Mathematics (May 1944), 44=402. 
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Hitchcock!/ emphasizes action as the essential quality of good 
demonstrations and includes 3 as he elaborates this t heme 3 many other 
criteria. 
Duff3/ is the only one in the field of physics to make a systematic 
listing. He enumerates nine d-esirable qualiti e s in demonst r ation experi-
menta. The fourth and final category, the works from the field of chem-
istry 3 may be similarly analyzed. Arthu;/ presented a lengthy dis= 
cussion on visibility including many excellent- suggestions. Reedy dis-
cusses in some detail four aspects of good demonst-rations and techniques. 
Wileg2/ also deals only with a few aspects ~f successful demonstrations. 
Dunbar2/ lists eleven desirable characteristics in demonstrations. 
His list is based on Duff 1 s and includes· specific examples in chemistry, 
Fran.;z! provides twelve suggestions regarding use of class demonstrations 
. Y Richard C. Hitchcock3 "I Like Action in Physics Demonstrations", School 
Science and Mathematics (December3 1941)~ 4lgSJ2-SJ9. 
3/ A. Wo Duff, "Desirable Qualities in Demonstration Experiments", School 
Science and Mathematics (November, 192S) 3 2SgS57o 
2/ Paul Arthur, Lecture Demonstrations i n General Chemistry, Mc=Graw-Hill 
Book Company, Inc., New York and London, 1939, Ch. 1. · 
!:J/ Rufus D. Reed, "High School Chemistry Demonstrations" Jou~al of 
Chemical Education (Novemberll 1929) 3 16~1905=9. ·· 
2) L. A. Wiles, 11The Value of Lecture Table Demonstrations in the . Teaching 
of Chemistry", Journal of Chemical Education (September, 192S) 3 5gll09-llll. 
. . 
§/ Ralph E. Dunbar, "Some Desirable Characteristics in Chemistry Demonstra-
tion Experiments", School Science and Mathematics (January.9 1950).il 50~19-Jl. 
1/ J. 0. Frank.ll The Teaching of High School Chemistry,\) J. Oo Frank and 
Sons, Oshkosh3 Wisconsin, 19J2.il p. SS=9o 
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Which he believes to be justified by the experience of a number of 
teachers. Goul~ enumerates on eight to consider in planning and perform-
ing demonstrationso Van Horn~ offers five suggestions for the preparation 
of apparatus and materials and four rules to follow in conducting demonstra-
tiona. 
Use of Criteria.-- The seminar in 1951 after careful consideration of 
criteria of a good demonstration in this field and condensation and tele-
. scoping of this material produced the criteria listed below. This group 
feels it is of no additional value in going on any further with this 
problep~.. It is an assumption these are good criteria • 
. selected criteria.~- The criteria for a good demonstration as used in 
this experiment are as follows~ . 
CRITERIA FOR A GOOD DEMONSTRATION 
I. THE DEMONSTRATION SHOULD ILLUSTRATE A BASIC PRINCIPLE. 
II. THE DEMONSTRATION SHOULD ILLUSTRATE ~ PRINCIPLE ONLY. 
III. THE ACTION OF THE DEMONSTRATION SHOULD BE CLEABL Y VISIBLE 
AND AUDIBLE TO ALL. 
A. Remove all the audio=visual distractors. 
B. Make sure the lighting facilities are adequate. 
Spotlight or otherwise sufficiently illuminate 
the thing being demonstrated. 
y Arthur B. Gould~ "Demonstration Experiments and . Their Place in the 
Teaching of Chemistry", Journal of Chemical Education (February,l931), 
8:297-302. . 
y Donald Van Horne, 11The Lecture Demonstration Method in High School 
Chemistry", Journal of Chemical Education (January, 1930), 7:109-116. 
C. Adjust window shades so that students can see 
from all parts of the room. 
D. If necessary:; rearrange the seating so that 
everyone has an unobstructed view • 
. E. :Se sure that those with poor hearing and vision 
are seated appropriately. 
F. Have the demonstration table arranged so that 
all pupils can see thedemonstration. 
1) Vertica~ mounting of apparatus is es-
pecially effective. 
2) Place the apparatus well forward on the 
desk:; -facing out toward the pupils • 
.3) Place demonstration table in best posi-
tion for all to see fromall angles. 
G. Wherever possible:; make use of color contrast to 
~ke the apparatus or materials stand out. 
IV. THE APPARATUS SHOULD :SE ON A LARGE SCALE. 
5.3 
Ao The apparatus ~st be clearly visible from the furthest 
corner of the room. 
B. Where a thermometer (or other meter) is essential 
to the demonstration:; use a mock~up ·or working 
model to help tpe class visualize this part of 
the procedureo 
C. Large signs and diagrams may be used to supplement 
the spoken word. 
1) They must be previously prepared. 
2) They must be clearly visible to all. 
3) Green print on yellow is preferable to 
black on white. 
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V. THE DEMONSTRATION SHOULD WORK~ IT SHOUlD BE AS INFALLTI3LE AS 
POSSIBLE. 
A. Apparatus should be in sound working condition. 
* B. Apparatus should be as simple as possible. 
1) Simplicity of operation. 
2) As few parts as possible. 
3) Avoid crowding, overlapping and masking of 
the parts ~ 
* C. The demonstration should be rehearsed in advance. 
Do The demonstration should be well...;pla.1111:ed and prepared. 
1) Set up apparatus and have all materials-
carefully arranged on the demonstration 
table before the class meets. 
2) All the necessary measuring and weighing 
should be done before class. 
3) Scales and graduates should be placed 
away from the demonstration table when 
no longer in use. 
VI. THE DEMONSTRATION SHOULD BE SIMPLE AND THE SPEED OF ACTION SUITABLE. 
A. Use simple setups and place the equipment in 
*-These might well be separate criteria. 
order on the table so that the action can proceed 
logically. 
B. Talk while you work. Be sure to~ 
~) Emphasize the main points; do not digress. 
2) Keep ~rizing as you go along. 
3) See t o it that the demonstration moves on 
quickly to a conclusion; do not hurry or drag. 
C. Use a simple vocab~ary. 
VII. THE DEMONSTRATION SHOULD BE DYNAMIC. 
A. By definition,~~ movement and action are essential 
to the demonstration. 
B. Positive effects of motion are more impressive than 
n~l effects of static display. 
VIII. A SLIGHT DRAMATIC ELEMENT IS SJMETIMES USEFUL~ 
IX. AN ELEMENT OF THE UNEXPECTED IS SOMETn.ms EFFECTIVE. 
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X. THE APPARATUS SHOULD BE OF EASILY AVAILABLE AND INEXPENSIVE 
MATERIALo 
XIo THE APPARATUS USED IN THE GIVEN DEMONSTRATION SHOULD BE 
STORED AWAY INTACT UNTIL IT IS TO BE USED AGADl. 
The frequency with which the above-mentioned criteria were mentioned 
by the sources consulted is indicated by. the chart below. 'l'he count was 
made merely for general interest. It has.i> however, certain obvious values. 
The frequency of menti on of the various criteria provides means of es-
tablishing their validit y. The table shows the relative importance of the 
criteria as recognized by these authorities. 
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3. The Test ~echnique 
Ao Structure of the Test 
Multiple choice itemso==The test is composed of approximately 
thirty multiple choice i terns. Each item is in the form of an incomplete 
sentence~ or a question3 referred to as t he stem3 accompanied by three or 
more possible r esponses. Of the possible responses pr-es-ented to the ex-
aminee» one is the best response.-· The examinee is also presented an 
answer sheet upon which he checks in the parenthesis the response he has 
selected. The construction of the response items~ in accordance with 
suggestions made by Ros~3 has been grammatically consistent, approxi-
mately of equal length ~ and plausible~ in so far as possible. The writer 
has endeavored to make the type of responses for each item homogeneous 
in nature, in order to detect higher levels of understanding and dis-
crimination. 
This "best-answer" variety of the multiple choice test means simply 
that one response best refers to the stem of the item. Each item pro-
vides "a response that competent critics can agree upon as best. ,2/ 
The competent critics in this specific situation compose a group of 
in~service science t eachers . The writ er has taken great care to "niake 
all distractors plausible and attractive to examinees who lack the 
1/ C. Co Ross 3 Measurement in Today~s Schools$ Prentice=Hall Inc., 
New York~ 1947jl Po 150 
g( R. Lo Ebel and E. F. Lindquist (Editor)~ Educational Measurement, 
George Banta Publ ishing Coo$ Menasha 3 Wisconsin 3 1951, p. 232 
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y 
information or ability tested by the i tern"~ and "avoid highly techni-
Y cal distractors 11 • In reference to the multiple choice type test, 
Odell.2/ states that "they may be used to test not only knowledge of facts 
and amount of acquired information 3 but also knowledge of cause and 
effect relationships 3 ability to make comparisons» to evaluate~ to apply~ 
to illustrate.~~ to define.~~ and so fortho . They are easier to prepare, and 
also to score~ than some of the other types.·JJ He further add)/ "almost 
all kinds of multiple answer tests can be constructed so that the,y possess 
practically perfect objectivity." The scorer is not faced with the prob-
lem of partial credit on this type of an examination. Either the response 
that is checked upon the paper is correct.~~ or it is not correct.~~ with no 
qualifications. 
Levels of difficulty. ==The writer is making an attempt to detennine 
to What probable extent application and recognition~ as w,ell as unde~ 
standing of a scientific principle have been gained through the demon-
stration activity. For this reason3 it is necessary for the examiner to 
I 
approximate the difficulty range of the test items which he has prepared. 
It is well recognized that there are various levels of learning.2/ In order 
!/ Opo cit:~.~~ p. 234 
Y Ibido .ll P• 235 
J/ Co Wo Odell j) Traditional. Examinations and New=Type Tests, The Century 
Coo .~~ New York and London3 192S» Po 2S2 
·~ Opo cit o .~~ p. 2S2 
2/ Wo A. Brownell and U. M. Sims , The-Measurement of Understanding, 
Forty=fifth Yearbook.~~ National Society for the · Study-of Education.~~ 1946.~~ 
University of Chicago Press» Chicago» Illinois3 pp.27=43. 
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to measure these l evels of learning~ a t esting devi ce of various levels 
of difficulty must be con st ructedo The a ctual judgment of item difficulty 
must be left up t o the subjective judgment of the t est constructor. 11The 
use of subjective judgment in estimating item diffi culty at the stage 
of item construction is to be encouragedo Such judgments9 when based on 
all avail able experience 3 are distinctly hel pful in leading to the con~ 
struction of items of the desir ed difficulty. ,U The constructor hae 
ample opport uni ty to construct t he items of var i ous degrees of difficulty 
by using more remot e subject matter appl i cat ions$ or by including un~ 
usually good distractors i n the t est items. Odellg/states that9 in 
reference to good dist r actors.9 11their sel ecti on .@J.stractor.!7 will depend 
to some extent upon how difficult it is desired to make the test. In= 
correct answers should» how-ever» never be obviously incorrect to a pupil 
who knows lit t le or nothing of the matter dealt with •• o. 1~ 
The vari ous levels of learning may be broken down to three broad 
categories. The f i rst l evel of learning may be l abelled9 or described 
as mere factual r et ention o The s econd l evel employ15 enough understanding 
of the factual retmtion s o that the l earner can recognize and apply» in 
simple situat i ons 3 th e princi pl es or concept s which he has retained. 
The thir d l evel of l earning is -r eached wha1 t he l earner can r ecognize 
and apply the underst andi ng of t he factual material t o more complex.P 
unfamilia r 3 and di ffi cult situations. The t est has b-een constructed with 
these three l evels of l earni ng in mind. The fi r st third of the test is 
concerned wit h i tems of the f irst l evel -of l earning 9 and so on. Thus, 
jJ K. W. Vaughn and Eo F o Lindquist (Editor) .~> Educational Measurement 9 
George Banta Publi shing Co. >J Menasha., -Wiscon si n » 1951» p. 174 
y ill£. » p. 286 
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the t est can b e said to measure thr®~ lev.eliS of learning.~> all concerned 
with t he same demonstration.~> and the same sc:i. entif:lc principleo Thi~ 
method of t esting tells the examiner to approximately •llhat extent the 
pupil can r ecall.~> understand~ or apply the principleo 
Vocabularyo=It i~ only logical for one t.o assume that the vocabu= 
lary used t hroughout the experiment must be consistent 9 or a t least on 
the same level o Vocabulary comprising the t est must 2 of necessity.~> b~ 
equivalent to that used during the demonstration o Inconsistent vocabu= 
l ary is one of t h e factors which could unfavorably a ffect the reliability 
of the testing programo If' the vocabulary within the testing device is in= 
consistent with t hat of the oral demonstr ation 9 one can expect a low re= 
liability of the whole t esting prooedureo Reliability.~> itself.~> is the 
consist. ency with which a t est measur~l5 1nwhat it measure~519 o 
The vocabulary of the testing device has been amended by the critic= 
jur y to establish consistency of vocabulary throu ghout t he experiment and 
vocabulary comprehension at the gr adte level at whi~h the t est is usedo 
The t est t:rycut o=19Af'ter a set of tre,st items has been written9 
cri ticized by subject matter experts.~> and revised on t he basis of t hei r 
criticisms.~> it must ordinaril y bee tried out experimentally on a sample of 
exa.minees s ' 1~ Prior to any experimentation.~> the test was subjected to a 
tryout on at least one hundred pupils of equivalent age and grade level» 
but a re not included in the experiment o 'l'his independent tryout tended 
to expose any unusually poor U,l$ls, c r poCJr dist,ractors amon g the possibl e 
responseso Such items coul d be t~opped completely from t he test 9 or 
y H. S. , Conrad and Eo F o Lindquist (Edi t.or) 9 Educationai Measurement 9 
George Banta Publ ishing Co • .~> Menasha9 Wisconsin9 1951 .~> Po 250 
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eliminated in the final tabulat ion of the t otal resul ts • 
. As was stated previously9 the tot al number of items in the test 
approximates thirty 9 but some may be dropped due to the discretions of 
the critic-jury.9 or as a result of the test .tryouto 
The test periodo==The length of the testing period for both the 
pre-test and the post=test has be.en indefinite9 in so far as no specific 
time limit has been set for either of the testso The test period may 
continue on until every pupil has completed the test» in so far as 
possible. Each pupil is allotted sufficient time to at least read all of 
the items presented himo A multiple choice test of thirty· items can be 
approximated as requiring about ten minutes to be read through completely. 
·Odell!/ has recommended that 11on the average elementary=school pupils 
be expected to respond to three or four such exercises {piultiple choice 
itemsJ per minuteo" 
By allotting sufficient time for all examinees to attempt all the 
items, the influential factor of time itself is eliminatedo As stated 
by Lindquist&' 11The most common way of reducing or eliminating the in-
fluence of time on tests is to set the time limits so liberally that all$ 
or nearly all.9 pupils are able to consider or attempt all the items in 
the test •. " Pupils are told to complete all items 3 and are watched to 
see that they keep at this task until finishedo 
y A. E. Traxler and Eo Fo Lindquist (Editor) » Educational Measurementll 
George Banta Publishirig Coo ll Menasha» Wisconsin» 19519 p. 340. 
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Bo Aims and Use of the Test 
Employing statistics.=-The test is an instrument devised to obtain 
statistics for measuring growth of learning, due to a specific educational 
experience, namely a scientific demonstration. Every effort has been 
made in the construction of the test to measure as precisely as possible, 
the "meaningful learning" that has been grasped by each pupil subjected 
to the demonstration and the test-retest procedureo The only descrip-
tions of the learning and understanding that have taken place are the 
statistics which can be applied to the results of the tests taken by the 
examinees. In accordance with Guilford,!/ it appears obvious that 
"statistics enable us to summarize our results in meaningful and convenient 
for.m11 • The summaries of the test results will enable educators in the 
field of science education to mak~ general conclusions and predictions 
concerning the presentation of the particular scientific principle that 
has been demonstratedo Experimental and statistical methods cannot be 
divorced from each other, in so far as, 11The experiment directs our 
observations and yields data. By means of statistical methods, we can 
summarize those data, interpret them, and determine their reliability. 1 ;J 
.1/ In this respect., Brownell has stated that "Altogether too commonly 
understandings are disregarded in evaluation (and in teaching) in favor 
of outcomes which are more easily measured (and achieved).'' 
1/ J. P. Guilford, Fundamental Statistics in Psychology and Education~ 
McGraw-Hill Book Coo, New York and London, 1942, Po 3. 
g/ J. P. Guilford, Op• cit., P• 156. 
1( w. Ao Brownell, The Measurement of Unde~standi~, Forty=fifth Yearbook, 
National Society for the Study of Educatioh, 1946, University of Chicago 
Press, Chicago, illinois.~~ p. 2. 
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Test-retest methodo-=If the educator is to measure growth$ or 
learning, due to some specific learning activity$ he cannot overemphasize 
the "importance of lmowing initial status with respect to understandingo "!./ 
The writer is convinced that the only reliable method of measuring the 
amount of learning, due to some specific activity, is by means of the 
test-retest methodo That is, by administering identical tests prior to, 
and after the learning si tuationo It is conceded that 11not all the gain 
found can be correctly attributed solely to the remedial program Lthe 
demonstration perio~o Some of it is doubtless du~ to the practice effect 
or to familiarity with the test itself, part of it _to teaching received 
outside of school, and part of it to natural growtho"Y For purposes of 
predicting this "probable gain", the writer has made use of a control 
group in the experiment. 
What the test endeavors to determine.--Any increase in scores of 
the control group on the post-test (the same test th~t has been given 
the second time) may be labelled as the probable gain that can be 
attributed to familiarity;~ or external factors concerning the test. The 
writer has sought to determine the significant increase of the scores on 
the post-test of the experimental group, and compare this increase with 
any possible increase made by the control group on the post-test. By 
knowing approximately what percentage gain on the test scores may be 
attributed to "chance", as determined by the control group, the writer is 
able to conclude in this instance, that any significantly larger gain in 
!/ Ho R. Douglass and H. Fo Spitzer;~ Forty~fifth Yearbook, Qp.cit. ~ p.24. 
y Co Co Ross, Opo cito ;~ Po 206o 
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the scores of the experiment group has been due to learning gained duri ng 
the demonstration process. 
Assuming that the constructed test is both reliable and valid, 
statistics applied to the results emanating from the test will yield 
invaluable data in predicting at what grade, or grades this specific 
scientific principle can be presented with predictively good results. 
Statistical interpretations of the test results are the means to these 
predictions. This is stated in essence by Gtrl.lfo~ who states that 
"statistical reasoning is basic to all predictions". 
C. Characteristics of the Test 
Reliability of . the test.--The reliability, being the precision and 
consistency with which the test measures "what it measl1ree 11 , i~ a most 
important. characteristic of the test. · In this specific testing situation, 
the scores on the pre-tests and post-tests given to the experimental group 
cannot be correlated for purposes of detennining reliability since the 
material beipg tested has been presented to the examinees in the period 
intervening the two tests. 
All external factors concerning the test have been kept as consistent 
as possible. The element of time does not detract from the reliability, 
because provisions have been made for each pupil to at least consider all 
11 Jl:Wi., p. 176 
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the test items. The influential time factor ha-a been kept at a num.mum. 
Lindquist!/ concurs in stating that "The procedures f_testini/ become 
entirely unsatisfactory particularly in any test in 'Which speed is a sig-
nificant element in the score". 
The sampling of the material has been adequate, since all the test 
items have been constructed on the basis of a single scientific denonstra-
tion. A test of high reliability is further assured in the length of the 
test. It is generally conceived that the longer the test, the higher the 
reliability. The test in consideration contains approximately thirty 
items, measuring the understanding derived from a single scientific 
principle. 
Validity.;..-Validation of the --test items · has been by jury, as mentioned 
previously. The jury was composed of in-service science teachers. . 
1/ E. F. Lindquist (Editor), Educational Measurement, op.cit., p.617. 
CHAPl'ER m 
EXPERI .l'l'AL PROC · URE 
1 . Preparation of the Demonstration 
Des:Lgp.ing the App~atus.- - In order to demonstrate the principle, 
"rough, dark surfaces absorb and radiate heat energy more readily than 
scooth, light-colored surf' aces"., th.e teaching of hich is undertaken 
in this research, tm writer designed a special apparatus i ch ould 
sati sfy all the criteria of a good dernonntra.tion. Since t e experi -
ment demands the use of a then::10t1eter 'Which can be seen eo.sily by all 
the pupUs in a normal clas sroan situat ion, a differential air t hcx-
mo ter is employed. . Th · s articular device adds the "dyna."lic" cl'lar.lc-
teristic hich helps focus the pupil ' s attention on t e deoonctration. 
The display panel consists of two Florence flasks attached to se ar-
ate differential air the omoters. One of t hese flas s is painted 
ith an alumintllil coating on both inner and outor surfaces . T e other 
i o covered with POWdered c iarcoal much is retained on both inner and 
outer surfaces by a thin coating of shellac . These two bodies n 
represent t .e soooth, light-colored surface, and t he roueh dark 
f ace O.J. the principle, n r ough, dark surfaces absorb and radi ate heat 
energy more readilY t .1an smooth, light-colored surfaces". The two 
bodies aro unted on t 1e panel so as to be equidistant from a radiant 
energy source, in this case ~ 7~tt lamp. The liquid used for the 
thermomter columns is ammoniated phenolphtbalein solution of a brll-
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liant red color. The panel as ~~rposely ·ade attractive to capture 
interest, nnd yet , ade si ple enough in design to avoid overwhelr.rlng 
the upil ·d th a maze of gadgetry. The echanism of the differential 
air thernometer is hidden from sight in order that the pupil's atten-
tion may focus on the t o nasi's along ith their rising columns . 
Operation of the App:eratus.-- When the lamp of the apparatus is 
turned on, the two columns of red liquid begin to rise almost i . · ediatelY, 
but the column attached to the black globe ascends much faster d 
higher by a ratio of approximately four units to one. The principle 
or absorption by surfaces of varying natures is thus clearly shorn. 
This phase of the operation y be reearded as the first facet of 
the demonstration. en the lamp is turned off, the columns begin 
to descend. Again, the column attached to t e black, roueh-surfaced 
globe descends faster by nearly the sru. e ratio as that of ascent . 
This is the second facet of t.e denonstrat ion illustrating t he princi_le 
of radiation rorded in t he ·statement, "rough, dark surfaces absorb 
and radiate heat energy more r eadily than &lOoth, light-colored 
surfaces" . The entire operat ion requires les than fifteen minutes to 
take place. 
2. Preparation of the Test 
Selectinc the Ite s .-- The test drafted for the purpose of 
discoveri , the index of learning ability of the single scientific 
principle, "rough, dark surfaces absorb and radiate heat energy ore 
readily t an smooth, light-colored surfaces" as designed to contain 
thirty items . Each of these items is constructed specifically to 
determine ... , ther or not the pupil has sufficient understandi · of 
the principle to pl y it in a particular si tuo. tion. T at is, 
ether or not he in able to ercei ve t e cause of a natural pheno-
cnon as a direct a_plica ion of this principle . So. of t he ite s 
elected for this r pose .ere adapt ed from sanples found in stand-
a rd physics textbooks presently used in .econdary schools . The l arger 
nur.1ber of items .ere t he product of the writer's own ex:'erience with 
t he rinciple . The test ms o:r ,ani zed acc:ordin· to the following plan: 
(l) ito s rlnch are ea~, local applic tions (within the pupil ' s en-
virorunen Jd'·both radiation and absorption of heat energy by rough and 
dark surfaces, (2) items hich are easy1 local a plications of both 
radiat ion and absorption of heat energy by s oath and light-colored 
surfaces, (3) items which are difficult, local applications of r adi-
at ion and absorption of heat energy by rough and dar k surfaces, 
(4) ite s h"ch are difficult , local applications of both radiation 
ru d absorption of heat energy by s ::1ooth and li ht-colored surfaces, 
(5) ite:ns ~hich are re:71ote applications of the ~rinciple, that is , 
not within tho pupil ' s environmental e:>.."Pcrience , ( 6) i te , s hich are 
di rectly connected with demonstration of the )rinciple from the 
panel. 
In order to eliminate t he :;:>ossibi lity of enalizino t he _upil of 
t he control group ' ho does not see the demonstration before taking the 
post- t ,st, the items :t'eferrinr. irectly to the e rirnent clearly des-
cribe t e experi. ental situation. Thus, i ~ t he principle in already a 
part f the .t upil's acquired knowled e , he is a'le to dod ce a correct 
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answer from this description alone. 
Testing the Itew£ ·-- Once the items ere oi"ganized and co 
posed ith their multi ple swer•, . they ere submitted to a group · 
of seminar students engaged in a similar researc pro ject. Thes 
people revie rod every i tern. of the test critically and s egested neces-
sar.y changes in both or ing and fom. Only then were the i te s 
chose at rand to form the order in hich they appear · n t 1e inal 
fo at of the test . The order of the multiple ansrrers · a.s also deter-
mined by ran o ~election, t t is, · ch answer should serv as 
the first, second, trurd, f ourth, or fifta ansrrer in each item. 
In ording the test ite s it as found necessar,y to use scien-
tific tenns hich :rould be oroina.rily unf tiliar to the ele ntary 
r ade levels chosen for the survey, To overcome this difficulty., 
the ... iter prepared a special alphabetized list of the difficult 
words ccompanied ith their sinple definitions, a s ple of fn · ch 
appears in the apperrlix. This list was printed on a si le s eet 
of pa r to facilitate handling and was given out to each pupil along 
with the test sheet. Oral instructions ere given concerning the 
use of this vocabulary list if t. e meaning of any ord as not clear. 
Durin the actual testing program, the 1ri ter noted · th uch sa.tis-
fac tio tha the upils of both the sixth and eighth grades he 
the survey was conduc'ed de excell ent use of the vocabulary list 
, _ 
ith apparently ood results . 
3. The Schools Vis ited 
The school system used f or the survey.-- The school system 
selected and used for tr~s survey s t e Boston Archdiocesan Parochial 
School system. The rincipals of five different schools of this system 
ere contacted for an inte~riew date . The schools chosen '11 not be 
referred to b,y at t.e request of the rincipals involved, ut will 
be design ted as Sc ool A, chool B, School c, School D, and School E. 
The areas · ere these schools are located are Roxbury, South Boston, 
Ja.::J.aica Plain, Sorerville, and Brockton. Durin~ t he interview with 
the _ rincipal a detailed explanation of the survey and its purpose uas 
given, and arrang ents ere made to have the use of t o separate rooms 
to conduct the experil"!lent. The principal was further requested to have 
the sixth and eieth grade teachers select at random twenty of their 
pupils, an to have them report to the room assigned at the proper 
time . The date d time for the conduct of the experi ent ere t hen 
decided upon, and the teachers of the grades involved ere inforoed 
about the nature of t. e prograi.'l to be carried on that day. In o.ll 
five schools surveyed, t e clas·ses from hich the upils were selected 
,. ere sufficientl y large so t_ at t 1e absence of t.."le testees did not 
i nterfere materially V1i th the normal class • rocedure . I<' or this reason, 
no teacher as available for prefectinc t....e control Jroup outside tl e 
classroo used for the de onstration. he writer provided h s om 
prefect in the per on of a responsible senior high-school student 
.ho .as instructed on h~ to preside over t e ilent readin session 
of the control .op1,1lation. 
Socio-econotrl.c conditions.- - Each of the schools used in this 
survey ro resents a typical urban population of sc ool children. 
T.e general socio-econonic background of the raa ·ority oft ese 
children is tint of he avera"-'e ·orki nc; mi ddle class found in any 
la!(;e city oi' ··. ste rn · nited S· tes .. It is difficult to :oake a dis-
tinct div· sion here s i nce in any i iviclual classroo of any one 
of these schools t e po ulation is hetero~ono ·s, socio-econonically 
S_:Jealtin:; . • .• me of ·he , u :>ils' f'l.':lilies are those of the bett r-t an-
avera e income croup, vlhile oth ~rs are fron far:li.lies repr..;scnting 
t e 1Dople whose inco e is slichtly belo\'l the average D l<'ro sc ool 
records an tr·c re . <Jrt ~')r the toachers of t ese boys and nirls, the 
.te r found that some arc t e children of men in t e professional 
:ranks; ot 'rs are the children of tho~c in the skilled and uns :illed 
la"or·n classes. It is pHrha s safe to say tha a median could bo 
osta lis d at the borderli!ro of t:1c avcraee ru d sli ...,.htly elo aver-
a.:,ae inco.. group . T e ·rri t ,r ound the :-1ajori ty of t 10 pupils in-
vol ... le · in this survey to bo !leatly dressed and ·ell- behaved c ildren 
re lectinr; the e ce lent traini.t rr both at ho e and in t. e school they 
attend. Certainly, they "Ore ost anxious to cooperate in car ~ng 
out the as ir,nnent and i n follovdng instructions to the letter. 
4. The Testing •~ro15ra.tn 
ng the gre- ta t.-- Dy previous arrange. -ent, five 
dates ere ot ithin a t .o- ee riod in hy, 1953, for the actual 
testinco pro r GJm . In each school, tho t;'l'cnty selected pu•)ils fro 
t. c siXt 1 rade and the tTicnty fro the eicht h r ade · ~ore asse. bled 
in one classroom. fter a brief info 1 intro uction desicned to 
mak-e the children at case and coo rative , a copy OJ. t o test to-
gether lith the voca 1.llar-.r list as ir 1de l to each pupil . T o 
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iter himself' dj_rected t , e filling out of the head.in.;> of the test to 
insure a.ccur-J.cy of t!'le inf'onnation required. The pupils were then 
reassured that the test ;as not rt of t.'l-teir regular c ol ork; 
·that •t yould not be rated for .Jrades and subr •tted to t heir teacher. 
It as also emphasized t hat t. e test results were not meant to dete 
mine ho r.1u.ch science they already kne , ut instead to discover ho 
much they could learn from a simple de onstration. lt~urt. e!" instructions 
ere given to explain ho. each ·t should be ans ered by placing a 
check r..1ar k .in the bracket before the an er chosen. 
ti allotment was set and the test was underway. 
twcnty- :rl.nute 
Selecting the con~r()LJ~roup.-- men t_ e pretest t• e l:i.nit 
had elapsed, all papers were collected regardless of the fact that 
s papers were incompletely answered • . The writer then :na.de a rand-
o selection of ten sixth eraders and ten eighth graders . These tes-
tees ere told to rc9ort to the vacant classroom reserved nearby. 
In this roo a proct r las on hand to distribute non-scientific read-
ing r.1aterial for silent reading. These pupils, ·1 ho ,. ill be referred 
to hereafter as the control group, n re asked to refrain from talkinP" 
to each other · bile leavine the room and durin.cr the silent reading 
session. The nupils remaining af.'ter t ·1e control group had been selec-
ted ere no· ready to ee the demonstration. These .. e ors of t:OO 
survey ill be referred to fron here on as the experir:tental group. 
Giving t he der10nstr tion. - - The demo.11stration apparatus as 
no taken ro its packing case and set up . for all t o see clearly. 
A brief l ecture, a copy of hich is contained in the Rppendix, 
ex ~ai ed t e ~pparatus and pointed o t he phases of r iation a~d 
absorption as t 1ey occur_ed durin;:; t operat ion . The principle ' s 
state at t e beginning a aeain at th f:md of t e lectur to ;1p 
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size t 1e points illustrated )y the le son. en th lecture w s ~>ver, 
the • anel as re to red to its ::1ckin .., case and the c ntrol u;> ms 
reca1led t o tait post- t st along ith t he experi.":lent 1 roup. 
population no reas-
sembl~~, a new set f test sheets as distributed to each pupil. The 
h din~ of t he test papers a~ again filled out co~pl tely and the 
post- test as in progr e.,s . The tir. ::J limit . . as the Sar!le s for the 
pre- test, rumely, twenty wirmtes . n this ti was up, all tests 
er"' collected and assort · accordinc to grades and separated into 
experi· ental and control sections. 'he panel de on tr~tio~ a ag·in 
set up for operat ion for t e bene lt of t e c ntrJl pu ils . n infornal 
s e · iQ.n "'ollo e durin ,hie! .uestions ere an ered concerning the 
. ' r t ion of t a paratus . 
re revie ed at t c request 
1ere t i e peroit oo, the t nt ·te .. s 
f the pupils an the co rr ct aJJ. ers 
rc eale • This ses.;j_on pro red to be a ost interesting p ase of 
t e experi: nt . T c child!"en, . nhanpered by the rigid r . ~ulations 
of the r search roced re, ere eager to as.-:: all oorts of q~estions 
about the to t item , the omonstration, , d even on sci entific prob-
le lS tota11~ tmrelatcd to the heat ph~no ena bserved. e .ret lly, 
this ses"'ion had to be c ut sh·:> t in · 1 !:ichools visited, since a t · e 
a lo ~ont had to be observed. Th's fac t , ho=ever, served to co vince 
the writer t a 'ounestern of t e age lev .1 surveyed re keenly 
interested in science education anc are definitely capable and ready 
to receive it adrantageously if ~ropcrly presented. 
The adninistr::::· !:.ion of ental tcl'lts.- - After each school .ad 
been visited, the r.ri tor 1eft a set of Otis Quick- scorinqo '.ental 
bili ty Tests to r:uch of t! e teac ,'J.ors of the survey pu .il • Sots 
of th the B t.a Test For~ A a...'tld ~et T~st f 'orm ere used for the 
purpose of determining .ac! child's t;.ental nr;e a d I Q. Inst ructions 
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ere left t eac· teacher to ad"linist.e:..· these te.,ts at some c.:uvenient 
tir::e · thin tM next t ": o :ee: s , an l to .fo~ ard the paper., to tJ e 
. ri ter 'or correction a ' grading. '.1.'he eac ·1ers concerne -r;ere told 
t 1~·t du licate foms Ol t he results of' t~1ese tests r ould be sent to 
them i' r their o-.. r cords. This ~easure •ood .ill · nsured prompt 
service since these teachers ore a:1:cious to a "'C the reco ds for 
t ,cir personal files ., 
C Pr!', I 
•'SULTS 
• aril rr t.le "'ta fo r to.tistic· earc 
rut i.ng the tosts.-- As •· on as t . te ... til c- progr s c . pletod, 
the corrccti. r and gr a · i g tho 200 test pers f t 1e ent · ra 
population as undertaken. ...'}· test c ntained thirty ito s ; · . ce each 
test as scored nur.: erical y o.ccordi o to the nunber of i te::Js correctly 
answered. Ite~ s hie YJO .. not anm··ered re considore rro .• lCe 
t ese scores , e:re obtait..ed, t:ley !iel"e tubulate< n ta ca s c s p cially 
JJ prepared ror this survey. A ta c .for each pupil .o.s uJ.r ed to 
s ow Ylhi.ch i te· ~ . ~as correctly ana1 e d . red a~ indic ated an i tem 
c orrectly an .mred on th r e- test, and a. ~ )lue r ... if it as c rrcct 
o the po ... t-tes • 
Compili ~ the data.-- A cor: pleto s · t of perti ent f ac s vas re-
corded n t e ata c · rds nontioned c.bove . li:s informat on c.onsisted 
of' the f' llo .'ir data: (1) tho pupil's n· e , bi r hdate , a chronolo-
ical age, (2) t:~e sc·_ool, grade, an t -eacher of the pupil, (3) the 
Otis r m ust."<l, . the Otis 0C re and I •• , (4) t .e date on • rt" ch the 
ox rixl.ent co due ted alon0 with t 1e experimenter's w e nnd the 
17A sample of the pupil's data card appears in the appendix on page 96. 
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correctly on pre- test and post-test respectively, (7) t • e pupil ' s sex 
an the group participated in, ~hether expcri ental or c ntrol . Once 
th·· s · nfomation u s c o. pl etel;r cnt ere for all pupils, the r k of 
t· tist"cal rese rc 1 began. 
2. Per'or ce of Diffcr.nt 1 Aee Groups 
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Establishing t ho n.edians . -- In rder to c ha . the perforo.ance of 
1e c:iffer ent cent?l ase levels '· t c post-test sco s for a.ll upils, 
t Je t cards er divided into t: t o sections, the c ntrol and 
e;:porinc.vltal c roups . ""ac. s t f cards as t en stac. ed in de~cending 
order of mental 0.0 e level" a11d th post-test scores record d. on a 
chart . ro thi s chart t he medians for eac;i age level ere co-x t d~ 
ables 1 an 2 below c onta·.n t ese nedians t eether it 1 the inter-
quar tile ra..'"lges of eac .. ent al age group for both the ex eri ntal 
m.d c ·mtrol populations . !h .se t abl.o should be ex~ . i .ed t-J'l"ether 
for c o .pari"son. It · s i crnedia. ely evident that t he experimental popu-
lation gai ed s.ignifica..."'1tly over t he control populat i on after ei 
the d"oonstration, and t hat t-~ hi her the .ental ge, t he cett r s 
the porfo~. ance in eit her roup. 1le interquartile range s , or e 
ranges oft e middle 50- percent of tho ca3es, give a ,e · sure o~ 
variability. In all cases rccorde in ablcs 1 and 2, t e r e oes 
n t exten f rther t hnn t o oints ab0ve or belo the .. edian score 
f or that rticular mental e level . 
--
Table 1 . :ental Age . edians and Interquarti le es of the Post- test 
Scores for t.e Entire Control Population. 
tal Age Number of ... .ledian of the Interquartile Range 
Level in Testees Post- te t of the Post-test 
Years Scores Scores 
{1) (2) (3) (4) 
16* ••••••• 7 14 12 to 1.5 
1.5 ••••••• 20 11 9 to 12 
14 ••••••• 19 10 9 to 11 
13 ••••••• 1.5 9 8 to 11 
12 ....... 18 6 to 9 
11 ••••••• 11 8 7 to 9 
+ The ental age level ~nc1udes onths, fro 0 to 11, 
It is also significant that the highest score achieved i n the inter -
quartile range by t he hi...,.heat mental aoe group of the control popu-
lution is lo er than the lo est score in the 1o.est ~ental age group 
of the e:x-peri ental population. 
Table 2. ental Age i odiana and Interquartile Ranges of the Post- test 
Scores for t he ntire ~cri~ental Popul ation. 
l;1ental Age number of l!edian of the Interquartile Range 
Level in estees ost - t st · of the Post t est 
Years Scores Scores 
t1) (2) t3J (4) 
* 16 ••••••• 13 24 22 t o 26 
1.5 ....... 16 2,3 22 to 24 
14 ....... 1h 21 20 to. 2J 
13 ••••••• 16 19 17 to 21 
12 ••••••• 14 19 17 to 21 
11 ••••••• 1.5 17 16 to 19 
~The mental ag e level includes months i'ro=n 0 t o U . 
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3. The Item na.lysis 
Determination of the mid-80 percent.-- The next t ep in the statis-
tical procedure consisted of arranging the upil ' s data cards according 
to schools and grades, and tacki ng each set in descending order of the 
Otis ran scores. The sequence thus obtai ned as tabulated for each 
grade, and tho ean and stan rd deviation re calculated according to 
t :1e ollo ing fo ulae: 
here is the assumed as 
= (1) 
an , i i s the interval , ! is the freque cy , 
~ is the deviation f ro . the assuzced ean, and ll is the number of cases: 
and, 
(2) 
here i is t he interval , f is the frequency, d is the deviation fro t a 
- . -
assumed mean, and !! is the mmber of cases . In each case the standard 
deviation £rti s 1 . 28 yielded the upper and lorer limits of the scores 
hie h should be the upper aTJ.d lo r 20 percent of t e grade . In all 
grados of all f ive schools surveyed, the t~.o top scores and the t :o 
botton scores of the Otis test results :ere thus eliminated f r om the 
survey as deviates . This elimination left 160 cases for the statisti-
cal research to follo • 
Detemination of the upper a..""ld lo er 27 percent .-- The id- 0 
percent population consistulg of 160 cases as no separated into the 
experioental and control sections. The control group was t e porarily 
set aside since the item analysis to follow as done on the experimental 
group only. The exper· .ental popul ation nm numbered 45 case s in he 
sixth rade , and 38 cases in the eighth t,.:rade. the upper and lo r 27 
percent of each of these groups as determined simply by stacking each 
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group of data cards in descending order of the post-test scores and tak-
ing 27 percent of the number of ca ses in each of the tt o gr ades . This 
value, rounded of£, gave t he number of cases to be taken from the top 
and from the bottom of each stack. The procedure yielded four separate 
stacks of data cards hich were labeled as follo s: (1) sixth £rade -
upper 27 percent, (2) sixth grade- lo er 27 percent, {3) eighth grade -
upper 27 percent, ( 4) eighth grade - lo·rer 27 ercent . 
Detem ining t he difficulty index.-- On each of the f our grou s 
listed in t e previous paragra!)h, every ::;ingle item of the test as 
analyzed for its pre- test and :rJOst- test performance . Four separate 
sets of proportions ~~~1erinc the iten correctly 1ere tabulated, and 
each of these proportions · as corrected fo r guessing from Guil ford 's 
chart )J These corrected proportions ere then taken to t he Davis 
table~ in order to determine the "difficulty index" and the "discri-
nin tion index11 f or ea.ch i te., of the test . 
Eliminating test items.- - The items hich had to be eliminated 
fron the test as too difficult or too eas,y were deteroined according 
If J. P. Guilford, ~·undamental Statistics in P .. 
ra: Hill Book Company, Inc., ~ew York, 19 
and Education, 
2. 
g} I~'rcsderick D. Davis, Item Analysis, Harvard Univer.sity Press, Cambridge, 
1949, P• 43. . 
... . 
to t e folio d criteria: 
1 . The item ms elitlinated if the difficulty index for the item 
indicated no gain or a decrease f rom the lo r grade . 
2. The ite . was eliminated if 75 percent of the pupil in t 1e 
lo r grade answered the item correctly on the pro- test. 
3. The item was eliminated if 25 percent or fewer of the pupils 
of the higher grade failed the item on the post- test. 
4. The item ms eliminated h:.m t. e difficulty index sho d no 
gain froo the pre- test to the ost- test at both grade levels. 
5. The item as eliminated hen the dii'fic index showed a 
gain at the loner grade and a loss at the upper grade ro 
pre-test to post- test . 
hen the above criteria had been applied to each f the 30 items con-
t ained in the test, t e m-iter f unci that 17 of the ita 1s were to be 
elioinated. These items are t. e ones hich carry an asterisk in t e 
s ,ple copy of the test contained in the a pendi:x. 
4. The Test of the Principle 
Re-grading the tests .-- he renaining 13 good ite s are nor con-
sidered to constitute the test of the principle ·;hie ill be used to 
dete:rr!'LiDI] the resu.l ts of t he survey. e tests of all 160 cases in the 
mid-80 percent 1ere t en re raded on the basis of t hese 13 eo d i te. s , 
and t e scores tabulated to calculate t e .• eans and standard deviations 
of t he test of the principle. The formulae (1) and (2) of this chapter 
were used for these calculat ions . Table 3 bela records these figures 
for te pre- test a d · sho re arkably good coincide ce bet en t ex-
perir:mnt.;-..l · control -:- roups for both gra les . By insp tion, tho 
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division into experi.I:lcntol. and control pupils as ssentially random. 
Table 3. Grades Eibht nd Six .:leans nnd Standard Deviations o£ the 
Pre- test for the Experimental and Control Populatio s on 
tl e 13-Item Test o Principle. 
&..-perir;x.mtal Population Control Population 
GradEi ~ Sta..'lda.rd ~an Standard 
Deviation Deviation 
{1) {2) J3J l4J l5}_ 
Eieht •••• 4.26 2. lQ:. 4.hl 2. 5 
(:! • 3.06 1.45 2.97 1.6o / ~ ••••• 
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. Pearson coefficient of elf'-co.rrelation.--- To 'ind the coefficient 
of self' -correlat ion of the pre-test tor eac .1 rade, a correlat ion t able 
s ne t relation bet }en the pre-test and post-test scores of tha 
control population . ms dra: · up. rom these ta: \los tm coefficient for 
each rade level s co put according to the method outlined in 
Lirrlquis~ using the formula• 
~ 
.tx,tyt Zx'' ~rf --·~ H . 
r -----------------
. ere x' represents tho deviation of an X score fro t 1 ar i trary 
- . 
1J E. e . Lindquist, First Course in Statistics, Ho ahton 
Co!'!lp3.Ily_. tan, 1942, P• 1M. 
flin 
(3) 
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reference point, the assumed mean, in the X distribution, and z' repre-
sents t.~e deviation of a Y score fron the arbitrary ref·erence point, the 
assru::ed r..1eart, in the Y distribution, a.."1d 1:.. repreoents the number of cases. 
For the sixth gr ade population, the Pearson coefficient of seli'-correla-
tion cameout as plus o. 71, and for the eighth grade, a plus 0. 85. These 
figures establish a tmrkable relia".i lity of the test of the principle . 
The maste~ level.-- In order to determine the proportion of pu ils 
passin~ the test of the principle it .;as necessary to establish a mastery 
level, or the score which had to be attained for the pupil to pas•· the 
test . 'rhi~ level of mastery a s established by finding the standard 
error of the obtained measure f rom the follo\ving formula : 
cr- = cr l}l- r t tt (4) 
where !!: is the standard deviation of the group, and rtt is the 
Pearson coefficient of self -correlation computed a ove . The nruaber of 
eood items, or 13 in this case, minus 2.58 O:t detc:nnined the level of 
~astery of the test. For the 13-item test used in this research, the 
level· of mstery uas found to be 10 in all cases except the sixth grade 
pre- test in both the experimental and control sections, and for the 
eighth grade post-test in t he ex;€rimental eroup. In t' se cases t}e 
nastery level as 11. 
Proportion passil]!; the test.-- The proportion passin!l' ·he test 
as _ound for each section by dividin"' the number of cases at and 
above the level of mastery by tr..e nunber of cases in the section and 
changing to a percent. Tables 4 and 5 belo-r contain this i nfoma.t ion 
for cooparison. A study of table 4 sho s a slight gain fror.t pre-
test to post-test in the control population for the e· hth grade . · 
Alt ough no gain shm. for the sixth grade population, a very slight 
gain as renlized despite the fact t hat no pupil reached t.he l~vel of 
master,y established. The ~iter rr~intains that this s all Eain sho s 
that a learning factor ... d.sts in retaking a test although no instruc-
tio ~ intervenes. It is very likely t at greater r· iliarity uith 
Table 4. Grades Eight and Six Pre- test and Post-test eans, Stand-
ard D vin.tions, and Proportion Passing the 1.3-Itmn Test 
in the Control Population. 
Pre-test Post- test 
~an Standard Proportion 'ean Standard Proportion · 
Grade Deviation Passing in Deviation Passing in 
Percent Percent 
(1J (2) (3) .l 4) (5) ( 6 ) ( 7J 
Eight 4.42 2.45 2 4. 87 2. 64 7 
.. 
Six •• 2. 97 1.60· 0 3.46 1. 86 0 
the teRt 7hon a pupil takes it for a second time enables him or her 
to achieve a better score in cOrte cases . It must also be considered 
that if a pupil fails to ans er so1 e of the items due to the time 
linit, on the retest it is very likely that this tine lir:lit will not 
be so penalizii10 • 
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Table 5. Grades Eight and Six Pre- test and Post-test • ans , St ard 
Deviations, and Proportion Passin • the 13- Ite. Test in too 
Experimental Population. 
Pre-test 
" 
test 
_., 
. ean ot.anaara ProportJ.on I ::!lean lvl.ianaaro rroporvl.on 
Grade Deviation Passing in Deviation assing i n 
Percent Percent 
{1) {2) {3) {4) t5 J l 6) {7) 
Eig 1(, 4. 26 2. hJ. 2 n .oo 1. 52 66 
Six •• 3.06 1.45 0 9.10 2.31 44 
-· 
C! PT'·'R V 
ffiiil ~ITUt 'l'IO. 
1 . Conclusions and Intcrproto.tions 
·::hat tho survey s sl <ill •-- 1 cara.f"ul exnoinn.tlon or tu ~es 
S and 6 in the ~ revio «J chapter reveal some very definite · •lf .at on 
h-t.ch indicates t tat a. sig · fieant gain in lcm-nil'l3 · s ~ n acht~vod by 
the pupils ..mo , re ex~;o ed to t he de:uonstration of · t 1 rincip e . ""be 
proportion passing in bo tb the ~-· h and · i.e th gr. .s of the ri-
montal po ulatioo is Sl:tfficiently high to conclude that the !"'inciple 
demonstrated can be taught ui th cffecti ve results in learni g as lo 
as tlw si.Xt 1 rade. It .. ust bo understood, h ever , th:lt it is not 
tl'>..e p ose of the thesis to declare at rce• t of t 10 grade • · ssing 
t 1e test is t~10 . el.lsu..'""C of ~ether or not a givon scientific · rlnciple 
c<m and h-ould be t u ht at t. at grade level. .1. e 'i1ri ter anprecia s 
t • a this lir.rl.t is pul:•el,y arbitrar-.if. Because of th_s .fact, iv is as-- · 
s e t k'lt any definite state ent as to r:hat constitutes the sep o,.. 
tin.., m.art;in is nsar~. 
Value of t .e survey.-- It remains for t hose directl y connected 
1l t..~ the problem of curriculm rEnrision in science e ucat1on t o intoz-
pret t wse acts ·lor~ Tri.th the results f sir:rl.lar surveys n bei 
conducted at r..oston Univeroity and other universiti es i n Eastern 
United StatoD under the direction o .... Doctor John G., . ad. Doctor Bead 
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maintains that it .7ill be a atter of several years before enou . h facts 
are co· ilod to, mako definite state~ents concerning t he grade place-
rent of all t.Le .. ain scien..,ific tJrinciples no bein , taught at both the 
eler.1entary and secondary levels of ~'lucation. Only then will these f i g-
ures becoa.e eaningful. Thifi thesis attempts to f urther t rd.s ridespread 
program of research. If ::J.othing else, the i ter feels t hat e .1as 
contributed a good de::tonstration for ·he principle of heat absorption 
and r iation by surfaces of varying natures, and a reliable t est to 
r.easure ho uch learnincr has been achieved by tr.i s de onstration. 
2. Suggestions for :F'urther Research 
That the sur1ey fails to show. - - If it can be concluded that 
th_ nroportion passi ng the test of t1e principle is large enough at 
44 percent to include the teaching of the principle · n the sixth grade, 
then it follo s that the learning abtli ty r.w.y be at a still lo er g rade 
level . Can this princi le be tallf,:ht effectivel y i n the fourth c;ra c? 
This sur<my fail"" to ans e this question. 'i'his ls t e problem -;hich 
mll have to be ··ol ved by further research along the sa-ne line~ as 
the ,.or - done h -re . .•or hat reason, the riter has sub . itted both 
th... :mel demoast.ration a.nd a -ta ;:;ed recordi ng of his lecture to the 
Library of tho School of Education of Boston University. They are 
intsr.ded to serve as tools for further research at a lmrer grade level . 
APPENDIX 
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A T.c.Sl' I SCIE CE 
I ' ~ : _____________ GRADE: ___ SCHOOL: ________ _ 
BOY{ ) GIRL{ ) AGE: D!RT DATE: DATE: 
-------- --------------~ ---------
I NSTRUCriONS: The teacher· ill show you ho to f i ll in the blank s aces 
above . r'or the test, read each question or statement carefully and place 
a check rk in tile bracket beside t· e correct answer. Each ita. has 
only one correct S..'1srrer. Be sure to a.nm er .ill, iter. s of the test. 
1 . Rockets no; being designed f or space travel ·nll have specially 
constructed patches o!l their suri'a.ces to regulate the te:npera-
ture inside. In order to get heat from t e sun ' s rays , t hese 
patches should have ••••• 
( ) a . a smooth ;hite surface. 
( ) b. a smooth black surface . 
( ) c. a rough silver surface .• 
{ ) d . a rough black surface . 
( ) e. a polished silver surface. 
2.* Gasoline compruti.es have found that painting thei r large storage 
tanks rl th lieht colors has decreased losses by evaporati on be-
cause they ...... 
., 
( ) a . do not develop leaks so readily. 
( ) b. keep do•<n t he te~perature . 
( ) c. radiate heat fast . 
( ) d. do not rust as fast. 
( ) e . absor b heat from the sun • 
) . Dir igibles are al ays painted ~ ith a smooth silvery surface to 
cut do m ••••• 
( ) a. the expansion of gas from the heat absorbed. 
( ) b . rust forming because of rain and fog . 
( ) c. resistance of the air as it moves ahead •. 
( ) d . the glare from t he sun. 
( ) e. condensing of ater vapor on the surface . 
* The asterisl( s i gnif ies that the item was eliminated in establi shins:r 
the reliability of the test according to the criteria listed in 
Chapter I V. 
;;} 
4. A hot piece of charcoal ...-dll cool faster t tan n. hot piece of lead 
of the Dame size because •••• .• 
( ) a . the charcoal is porous . 
( ) b . the lead is heavier. 
( ) c . the lead is a r::etal~ 
( ) d . the charcoal is darker. 
( ) e . the charcoal is softer~ 
5. Coffee will st~ hot loneer in a polished silver pot rather than 
in a blackened one because ••••• 
( ) a . it radiates heat slo ly. 
( ) b. it radiates heat rapidly. 
( ) c . it absorbs heat from the air around it . 
( ) d. it reflects 1eat from the air around it . 
( ) e . it stops all heat from leaving the inside. 
6. A r ough black "'lobe a.1d a ..... ooth silver globe of equal size are 
placed an equal dist~~ce from the heat of a lamp . hich of the 
answe s belor, is true after a while? 
* 
( ) a . The S"'ooth silver globe uill be hotter. 
( ) b . The rough black globe .;rill be hotter. 
( ) c • T 1ey will both be eqtlal.ly hot. 
( ) d . Neither globe rill absorb heat . 
( ) e . The black globe absorbs heat while the ot her oes not absorb 
heat at all. 
7. In the experiment described in no . 6, each globe has a column of 
* 
red liquid attached to it hich ;-Jill rise as the globe absorbs 
heat, and fall as it loses heat. After the light shining on the 
globes has been turned off, '\'Ihich of the things listed below mll 
happen? 
( ) a . Both col mns will fall at the smre rate. 
( ) b . The column of the black globe will fall faster. 
( ) c . The coluun of the silver globe r.ill fall faster . 
( ) d . 'either colur.an ill .fall . 
( ) e . Only the column of the black globe ·d.ll fall . 
8. A blac frying pa..'l is better to use in frying steak than a shiey 
one because the pan ••••• 
( ) a . f:ets hotter faster . 
( ) b. holds the heat longer. 
( ) c . heats up slowly. 
( ) d . reflects the heat of the burners . 
( ) e . is not so hot to handle . 
9. T o boys are eating ice crea.. on a hot sunny day. ' · ke is eating 
chocolate ice cream, and John is eating some vanilla ice cream. . 
•hich of the following does John notice? 
( ) a . That neither ice cream is .eltin~ very fast . 
( ) b. That both ice ere s are melting equally fast . 
( ) c . That ike's ice crea.rn. is melting faster. 
( ) d . That .li e' s ice cream is melting more slowly. 
( ) e . That neit er ice crean is nelting at all. 
10."' On a SUill'l\Y' winter day snmv melts faster here it is covered with 
soot because the soot ••••• 
( ) a . shields the sn~ fro. the sun ' s rays. 
( ) b . r~flocts the sun ' s rays . 
( ) c . shields the snm f rom tha cold air above it. 
( ) d . absorbs the sun' s rays well due to its color. 
( ) e . is .a mer than the sun 1 s rays . 
~ 11. Compared to grassy areas, dark-colored soil absorbs ••••• 
( ) a . less , eat from the mm. 
( ) b . no heat f r oo the sun. 
( ) c . the same 8.!. ount of heat frou the sun. 
( ) d . much Liore heat from the sun. 
12. black umbrella does not make a good parasol to protect yourself 
froo the rays of the sun because o its ••••• 
( ) a . size. 
( ) b. reight . ( ) c. color. ( ) d . shape . ( ) e . cost. 
l3. * The inside of a therr; os bottl e has a sil ver.r finish ••••• 
14. 
( ) a . to make it sanita~J. 
( ) b . to keep liquids hot . 
( ) c. to make it leak- proof. 
( ) d . so that hot liquids will cool faster . 
( ) e . to make it uore attractive. 
A polished metal surface which is hot will ..... 
( ) a . give off i ts heat slowl y . 
( ) b. give off its eat fast . 
( ) c. give off no heat at all . ( ) d . give off its · heat all at once . 
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1 .ell polished metal surface , ill ••••• 
( ) a . reflect ve~J little heat . 
( ) b. reflect all heat falling upon it. 
( ) c . reflect costly all the heat falling upon it . 
( ) d,. reflect no heat at all. 
( ) e . reflect half and absorb half of t he heat falling upon it • 
16. Light-colored clothing is rrorn in sumner because ••••• 
( ) a . it reflects a lot of heat. 
( ) b. it lets heat of the body jass through easily . 
( ) c . it absorbs the sun ' s rays readil y . 
· ( ) d . it is much li .hter in weight. 
( ) e . it holds the heat ·1hich it absorbs .. 
17. High tension wires carrying electricity are painted silver to les-
sen the amount of ... .. . durillb the sumner. 
( ) a . rust forming on them 
( ) b. sagging due t o the heat they absor b 
( ) c . elare caused by the sun 
( ) d . · eight on them 
18. The hot ater pi pes in the cellar should be painted ..... . 
to prevent loss of he"lt by r adiation. 
{ ) a . hlo.ck 
( ) b. silver 
( ) c. hite 
( ) d . gray 
( ) e. copner-color ed 
19. A good ay of cutti ('!' do m on the expansion in steel bridges during 
the summer months is to ••••• 
( ) a . tighten them to the _iers . 
( ) b. spray them with oil. 
( ) c . tiehten tr.e cables of the br idGes. 
( ) d . paint them blacA. 
( ) e . paint t1em si lver. 
A> . piece of' charcoal wld.ch has been heated in an oven rill ••••• 
( ) a . give off its eat fast . 
( ) b . give off its heat slowly. 
( ) c . give off no heat at all. 
( ) d. give off its heat all at once. 
21. Thin aluminum foil placed bet reen t e falls of a house will ••••• 
( ) a . 
( ) b . 
( ) c . 
( ) d . 
( ) e . 
prevent cold .froo passine through the - alls. 
old the heat in the .ouse during the ~nter. 
make . the :-;all s sound proof. 
stop drafts bet. een the walls . 
stop dust from entering t1c house . 
;.} 
22 . The sno ·t covered regions near t "e Nor th Polo .. uelt slo ly in the 
arm summer sun because the sun ' s rays •• • •• 
( ) u. are absorbed well by the sno • 
( ) b . never reach th Jorth Pole regions. 
( ) c . are shininr; less than one fourth of t he day. 
( ) d . are scattered by dense clouds all the tic • 
( ) e . are reflected by the sno . • 
23 . Scientists making high- altitude flif"hts in ball oons painted the 
cabins they rode i n ri. th black paint in order t o have ·• ~ ••• 
( ) a . protection a . ainst the uind . 
( ) b . light insiclc the cabin. · 
( ) c . cool air inside the cabin. 
( ) d . heat inside the cabin. 
( ) e . protection a ainst cosmic rays . 
* 24. I f ~ . copper penny and a nickel are placed on a cake of ice and 
put in the sun fe r an ho r, which 1ill result? 
( ) a . Tho peP~· .dll have srn1k deeper into the icc . 
( ) b . The nic1·el >till have sunk deeper into t e ice . 
( } c. th Tlill have sunk to equal de~ ths. 
()d. Neither coin .- ·11 have SUP,.l( into the- i ce. 
2S. * The dome of observatories - ~here large telesco es are ept is 
painted silver t::> protect the Llescopes' elicate instrument s 
from ••••• 
( ) a . extrene heat. 
( ) b. dust and dirt . 
( ) c. extre e cold . 
( ) d . too muc 1 li ht. 
( ) e·. rain and. sno ' . 
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26. _,._ In order that tho radiator in your home ·dll give the crcutost 
a,, unt o heat vo fast it s ould be ••••• 
( ) a . ( ) .. 
( ) c . 
( ) d . 
( ) c . 
painted a a: ill ~·:ute. 
· ted silver. 
· nted dull lac • 
painted Glossy: blaclc. 
ai te copper-color . 
27. canera 11 l.'ICcome ver-;1 hot if le.:'t stan '· ng ut· in t e un 
because • • • • • 
( ) a . it is sensi tivc to lir)lt. 
( ) b. it reflects heat. 
( ) .c . it • s a light-proof i nt erior .. 
( } d . 1 t has a black outer surf nee. 
( ) o . it h s .... tal p.:1rts ich bsor'b 3.11 t. e '1: at. 
28 • ., "lhich ~uld feel t .. 1c heat mos t on a hot SU!llr;lCr day? 
( ) a . 
( ) · b. 4 
( ) c . 
( ) d . 
( ) a . 
29. · ''Jbich of t c follo i nr, statements is correct? 
( ) a • • , {:;ood radiator f 
( ) b . A poor ra.di '•tor o ... 
( ) c . good'radiator f 
( ) d . TOod r·Uintor o_ 
od a sorber o! e ·t. 
o aboorber of beat. 
t . 
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30. A ::- vie projector box usually has a dull blac ~ o rface so t l at it 
( ) a. 
( ) b. 
( ) c. 
( ) d. 
( ) e. tter. 
LIST OF DIFFICULT RDS 
Absorb: Absorb means to ta·e into itself . 
Condensing: Condensing :1eans that ater vapor i n the air is c han •ing 
from a gas t o ·mter drops on a cold sur_ace . 
Cosmic rays: . Cosoic ray s are rays hich pass through space like rays 
of light or heat . 
Designed: Desi gned . eans planned on paper. 
Dirigible : A dirigible is a l i ghter than air craft such as a bli p. 
Evaporation: Evaporation means a c ha.11.ge fran water to !;lil invisible 
gas called ater vapor. 
Expansion: Expa..'lsion means that a gas is enlarging or trying to 
occupy mor e space . 
Foil: Foil is a very thin s heet of metal. 
Globe:- globe is a ball- shaped object. 
Glossy: Glossy means having a snooth shiny surface. 
Porous : Porous means having tiny holes like a sponge . 
Radiate : Radiate means givine off heat from itself. 
Radiation: Radiation is tle act of giving off heat or light . 
Refl ects: Reflects means bouncing off an object like rays of light 
from a. mirror. 
Therr1os bottle: A themos bottle i s a bottle used to keep liquids 
like coffee in a lunchpail. 
Silvery: Silvery means snooth and shiny like silver that is ell 
polished. 
Vapor: Va or is a ea"' i'ffiich is usually invisible like t he .ater vapor 
that is in the air of this room. 
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LECTlJRE 0 • THE DE NSTRATIOl 
The de onstration hich you are about to see ·n explain to you 
a scientific principle ,hich has nany i~portant applications in the 
w rld around you. 11 things in nature are capa le of a s orbin·· , or 
takin.,; into themselves, heat f ron other objects around t em that con-
tain ore . eat than themselves . It is also a ;ell- known fact t .. at all 
thi ngs i n nature are capable of ra i · ting, or giving off eat to objects 
around thet!l. if they contain more ea than these objectt' . 
Today .. e are going to le~rn tmt the type of surface that objects 
have tend to make the.. better radiators and. absorbers f he t . Here 
on t ·· s el, e are goine to e t. o separate globes absorb heat, 
or take heat into t he!$elves. After they 1ave absorbed heat for a 
short while , e are ooing to let them radiate, or gi ve off this heat 
to t ho air arourtd them. hat v;e want to see is i f the type and color 
of t.l-J.e surface of t c g lobes ave ar ytbina to o lith ho fast these 
globes are goi ng to absor a.nc then radiate this heat . 
U tice first that t he surface of ne of t e glo s is smooth and 
shiny, »tile the other is dark a 1d rou6 h . To each of the globes there 
· is n. ther""'.o .eter attached. A tl"'.errno. ter is an instrunent , hich 
measures ho• hot an object is . As the e lobes begin to absorb heat fron 
the lar.Jp above , t he red liquid will rise . ( The 1· is turned on at 
this point . ) e l an is ~iving off ihat ~e call radiant e " in 
t e fo rm of light and . eat , and the globes are absorbing t his ener gy. 
' . 
That is hat causes t~m to eco e hot . It does not Ull{e lon · to see 
'l lat is happening . You can no toll which of the t o glo s is a :r-
s orbi ng 1oat fas·t.or . The ig di f ference in tho hei t:-hts o the colw:ms 
of red liquid _ rove that t ho l ack glo >e • ..,. lie has a rough surface 
se , s to absorb muc ore he.._t than tho smoot. , light-colore globe • 
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. o , let's tum off the lamp (the lanp is turned off at th:.s point) 
and see 'hat happens. ;e ·, ill adjus t the "etal clamps at the point 
oore t he colur.ms have s ... opped riDing . In just a fe oo~nts e dll 
be able to _ · ·e a comparison bet·:,een tho t 10 thcri:looeters. By count-
ing t \- e lines on the scale of each thcr.-ao tor you can toll ich of 
the t 10 colw: s f.llls .fasoor. A ain you can see that the column that 
is attached to the bl c · globe f·· ls muc faster t han tl e other . This · 
sho 1s t at t ,e globe ; 1ich L s a dar "', rou- h surf ce te~s to radi~ t e 
heat muc faster than the . globe hich laS a s ooth, li •ht-colored surf -
ace. ':.hat gives you t •• e · ans-wer as to 'lhat i..yl 
r . r te ore r a ..;ly . 
F ron this expe ri!ile .. t , , can .:1ay that b:>dies th.ic 1 have 
light-colored surfaces ten to abs· rb very little '1eat; ut 
t 1ey do absor t hey do not radiate very fa"t . On tho other 
a 
ooth, 
at heat 
d, 
bodies hich are dark in color a . ·· have rou~ .,ur ace:.> tend t o a 'sorb 
a great deal of heat fast, and to ~,ive off r radiate this heat just 
as fast . 
T17 to recall t his fro t 1e ex ~rinent ·rhich you ave just seen: 
1. A eood a sorber of he~t is also a goo radiator of heat . 
2 . A poor absor ber o heat is also a poor radiator of heat. 
You i l l no•r have a chance to repeat t he test you have ta. en 
before seein -: t hi s de:-.1onstratior • If you remember .hat you have 
just seen a,nrt heard, you 1'1i.ll oo ale t a do a r uch better job on it. 
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1 
' 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 2-4 I 
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a 14-16 
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n Birth date CA 32-34 
ql 35-37 
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ll 44-46 
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Ol 50-52 
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q[ 65-67 
P'l IQ 68-70 
£l 71-73 
ll Date today 74-76 
ll 77-79 
Ol Experimenter 80-82 
I 6 83-85 
' 8 I 86-88 
I L Principle 89-91 I 
9 92-94 I 
q 95-97 
v 98-00 
£ Kit number 200 + 1-03 
l 4-06 
' 
L 7-09 
10-12 
' 
13-15 
E 16-18 
~ ~ ~ 19-21 22-24 . 
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Plate 6. The demonstration 
panel in actual operation 
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